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Compactness and c~m~pleleness theorems are proved for logics with a new quanlit~.er M, whose 
int~.;pretation depends <m the cb, oicc of a filter on m~. Omining type~ theorems and extensions 
m structures of arbitrary, , cardfimliiy are also discussed. A number c,f queslions are raised. 
1. Introduction 
The recent interesl in logics with new quanlifiers is largely attributable to the 
nice properties possessed by many such logics. Among these properties, perhapa 
the most striking are compactness and axiomatizability. In this paper we study a 
new class of quantifiers and prove compactness and completeness theorems for 
many of the corresponding logics. Some of lhese results have been announced in
[61. 
Although the starting point for this paper is the logic L(~a.I or 'stationary logic', 
we do not assume familiarity with L (~) .  Rather, the necessary definitions and 
tcmmas are summarized in Section 2. The few places in which familiarity with 
l.(a~,~) is helpful, such as the next paragraph, can be omitted without loss of 
continuity. The interested reader can find more about L(aa) in [1], where explicit 
completeness theorems, omitting types theorems, and other results are proved. 
(Some corrections have since been made regarding the cut-elimination theorem, 
however.) See [5] for another exposition and other results. Previous to [1], logics 
e~sentially he same as L(a~a.) had been shown countably compact (compact for 
countable languages) and axiomatizable independently by Shelah [15] a.ad 
Schmerl [14]. 
The logics studied in this paper are similar to L(~za,), but are augmented by a 
new quantitier M. This M is similax to ~a,, but its interpretation depends on a 
given tilter on w~ containing the c.u.b, filter. Varying this filter thus varies the 
se nlan tits. 
In Section 2 we give preliminary definitions and lemmas, many adapted frorr. 
the study of L(a.a) in [1]. Also included are definitions of various disjoint classes 
of filters on ~o~, each of which has its own completeness theorem (proved in 
Sectiou 3t, and a chart explaining how the diagram follows from the examples of 
Section 2 and the results of Section 3. 
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Probably the heart of this paper is Section 3, where we give axiomatizations for 
logics L~(~,  M) depending only on the classes (from Section 2) to which the filter 
~ belongs, and we prove completeness theorems. Infinitary completeness 
theorems and omitting types theorem:; are considered (and some are proved) in 
Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 by initiating a study of the semantics for 
L~(~,  M) when structures of cardinality >N~ are considered. 
A number of questions are left open. Questions (mixed with remarks) are listed 
at the end of Sections 3, 4 and 5. 
2. Preliminary notation, definitions, and lemm~s; and summary of main results 
Here is a summary of Section 2. 
2.1. Preliminary notation and definitions; 
2.2. Lemma (disjoint stationary sets, etc.); 
2.3. Some classes of filters; 
2.4. Summary of results: diagram and chart; 
2,5. Examples; distinguishing between classes of filters; 
2.6. The axioms of L(,z,~, M); 
2.7. Weak models; 
2.8-2.13. Lemmas and one definition adapted frt~m L(a,a,) [1], used to build 
standard models; 
2.14. Remark: changing ,za, s to ~'A,~; 
2.15. Definition: ~complete set of axioms'; 
2.16. [,emma (related to sonndnessL 
2.17. Lemma (another version of 2.2). 
De:{inition 2,1 (Preliminary notation and definitions). The definitions below are 
organized as follows: (i) general notation; (ii) the c.u.b, filter, ~_,, and ~;  (iii) 
olher filters on ~om and on P,,~(A); (iv) the logics kff(a~,M);  and (v) some 
properties of filters. Throughout he paper, our metatheory is ZFC. 
(i) General notation. Most of our notation is standard. S~:ructures are ?[, ?i~, ~ 
and so on, with domains A, A~, B, and so on. If f :X -~ Y and Z ~__ X, f " (Z)= 
{/(z): z 6 Z}. Every ordinal equals the set of its predecessors, and cardinals are 
initial ordinals (so we assume the axiom of choice). The cardinality of a set X is 
denoted card(X); the cofinality of an ordinal c~ is denoted cof(a), 
By 'filter' we mean 'proper filter'; that is, ~ is a filter on S if ~ is a non-empty 
collection of subsets of S which is closed under finite intersections and supersets, 
and does not contain ~. For any filte~ ff on a set S, set CI ~ ={X~S:  S\,X~5~}. 
We write Po,,(A) for {s ~ A:s  is countable}. We sometimes use ~)~Xm or 
~{X~: i~ I} to denote a disjoint union. 
For any partial order (P, <), a 3,-sequence p = (p~ : c~ < 3') from p (7 an ordinal) 
is called continuous if p is strictly increasing and for all limit 3. < 3', sup{p,: a < A} 
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exists in (P, < ) and equals pa. For any set A of cardi~,ality Nt, a filtration of A is a 
continuous co~-sequence from (P,,,(A), N) with union A. 
Suppose L* is a logic, for any reasonable meanir~g of the term qogic'. L* is 
countably compact iff for every countable set T of sentences of L*~ if T is finitely 
satisfiable, then T is satisfiable. 
(iit ~%e c.u.b, filler, ~_,, and ~_~. Recall that a subset X of to~ is c.u.b. (closed 
unbounded) iff it is unbounded in (to1, <)  and for all c~<~0~, if Xf'lc~ is 
unbounded in ct, then a ~ X. The c.u.b. ~ilter, denoted N~"b, is the filter on to~ 
generated by lhe c.u.b, subsets of 0)5 
8~..~,,u = { y ~_ o~: for some c.u.b. X ~ ~,  Y R X}. 
A subset Y of aJl is stationary iff YC~Xgsf~ for all c.u.b. X, or equivalently, iff
y ~ o:~,,,~,. 
For X, Yg~,  we write Yg,X  or X~,Y  iff X~Y~C for some c.u.b. 
C ~ ~.  More generally, for any filter ~ on ~,  we write X E~ Y iff X ~ Y ~ Z for 
some Z ~ ~.  
(iii) Other ~l~ers on ~ and P~(A).  ~t  A be any set of cardinality N~. Given 
any filter ~ on ~: such that .~ ~f f~ ' ,  a corresponding filter ~a  is defined on 
P,,~(A) as follows. Let (A~: ~ <~o~) be any filtration of A. Then for X~ P,o~(A), 
X~a iff {~: A~ ~X}e~.  The filter ~a  does not depend on the particular 
filtration (A, :  a<o~)  of A, because ~ ~f f~ '  and because any two filtrations 
agree on a c.u.b, set. Notice that ~-~,u A ' ,  is the ~c.u.b. filter on P~( ) as defined by 
Kueker [9] and Jech [4]. 
(iv) The logics Lta.a,M). L~'t ~ be a filter on ~ containing ~~t'. The logic 
15~(a.~, M) is defined as follows. (Notice that the syntax does not depend on the 
filter .~.) To the atomic formul ts of L one adds atomic formulas (x), where the 
second-order variable s is s~, ~, or u~ (some i) or jus~ s, t, or u, and the first-order 
variable x is x~, y, or z~ (some i) or jng~ x, y, or z. We also allow L to contain 
relation symbols R(~,.g) of first- and second-order variables. The arity of R is 
indicated by writing, for example, Rlx~, xz, s). Starting with the atomic formulas, 
one closes uader ~,  v,  .~, the first-order quantifiers ~x, Vx, and the second- 
order quantifiers ~e s and Ms: if ~ is a formula and s is a second-order variable, 
then a,a,s¢ and Ms¢  are formulas. We write stats for ~s -~ and Os for 
-qM s ~. 
For the semantics, we o~ly consider structu[es o~ ca[dinafity N~ un~ Section 5. 
To define satis[actioa fo[ L~(a~, M), an assignment now assigns a mcmbe[ of the 
domain to each fi[st-o[de[ vafiaMe and a countable subset o~ the dom&m to each 
second-orde[ va[Jable. (As is custo~a[y, the assig~euts ~e o~te£ [male[stood 
~ather [han fully displaye&) The ~ew clauses ~o~ satisfaction ale now given. 
~l#~z~s~(s) iff {seP , , , , (A ) :~ i#¢(s )}e~ ~. 
NPMs~(s) iff {seP~, (A) :~[P~(s)}~4.  
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So, 'g,~' is 'almost all' and 'M' is ~most'. It's easy to check that M ~stat s~(s) iff 
{s e P~,(A) g ~¢(s)} is stationary, and ~ Os ¢(s) iff {s ~ P~(A) :  N~p(s)}~ < 
We write ~g~ for g~s~" .~gs~ when g=(s~ . . . . .  s~), and ~imitafly for the 
other quantifiers. For T any theory or sentence of L (~,  M), we say that ~ is an 
~-model  of T iff geT  in the sense of L~(~g,M)~in which case we may write 
g~T.  
(v) Properties of filters. A filter ~ is countably complete iff every countable 
intersection of members of ~ also belongs to N. Given a sequence (A~,: a < ~}~ 
its diagonal intersection is written ~(A,  : a < w~) and equals {~ <~t  : (~a < ~) 
(~ ~ A,~)}. ~ is cl,~sed uuder diagona; intersection iff every diagonal intersection 
from ~ belongs to ~.  It is well known that ~"u  is countably complete and closed 
under diagonal intersection. 
For ~ a filter, we write n(~) for the maximum number of disjoint sets in O:*: 
n(~) = max{~: ~ is a cardinal and there exists a pairwise 
disjoint family {Xi : i < ~} ~ O~}. 
It's easy to see that if ~ is a filter on ~,  then this maxinmm is attained. In 
set-theoretic terminology, n(~) is the largest cardinal n such that ~ is not 
~-saturated (in the most standard sense). Incidentally, n(,~ ~''~') =~;  see Lemma 
2.2. 
A filter ~ on w~ is generated by ~ itl ~={X~w~:  X ~ '  for some finite 
~' ~}.  ~ is regular iff for some seqaence (A~ : a < w~)~.~, each element of w~ 
belongs to only finitely many A~. 
We often use the following fact implicitly. 
Lemma 2.2 (Utam [17]). If ~ is a countably complete filter on ¢o~, then n(o~) = ~o~. 
In particular, n(g ~ ' )  = to~. 
Proof. See [10, 3.2]. 
Definition 2.3. We define some non-empty disjoint classes of tilters Y ~_,~"~' on 
(O  1 • 
D: 
CCO: 
CC~: 
CGO: 
Those .~ which are closed under diagonal intersection and properly 
contain o ~u~. 
Those countably complete ~.,~""~' which arc not closed under 
diagonal intersection, but for which every diagonal intersection of 
e!ements of ~ is in Q~. 
Those countaMy comp]ete ~ ~ ~"~ for which some diagonal inter- 
section from ~ is empty. One may check that @~CCf) iff ~ is 
countably complete and ~ ~ {S ;~'u} tO D LI CCO. 
Those ~ generated by {~:~'t~}U.~ for some countable ~0 such that 
~Cl~\~.  
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CG0: Those ~,, generated by {~""}U~ fo~. some countable ~, such that 
f-).~--~. (Or equivalently, jast require ~¢~0 ~, or ~ is non- 
s~ationary.) 
Reg(n). Those regular filters ~- with n(O;)= n; n can be m~.y cardinal ~w~, 
n>0.  
A well-behaved subclass of Reg(~o) is: 
Reg*(w): Those filters in Reg(~o) for which there exists {A, : n <o~}_~t2 ~ such 
that: for all X~_w~, XeO "~" iff for some n, X~_.~A,,. 
Although we'll need to consider the classes CGO and CG0 in our proofs, we 
actually obtain stronger esu!ts by considering the following two classes of filters. 
CGI3*: 
CG~I*: 
Let ~ be a filter on o) containing every cofinite subset of w, and 
suppose {B,, : n < ~o} is a disjoint family of stationary sets whose union is 
o~\C~ where C is stationary. Then ~CGO* iff for some such Y(, 
{B,,: n<o~}, and C, ~ is generated by {X: X~,C and {n: X~.B, ,}~ 
~e}. 
In this case, we say that @ is determined by (~f, {B, : n < w}, C). Notice 
t~at if ~ consists exactly of the cofinite subsets of o9, then ~ 6 CGO. 
Same definition as for CGO*, except now C = ~ (or equivalently, C is 
n¢~t stationary). As above, if Y( consists exactly of the cofinite sets, then 
~ s CGO. 
2,4. Summary of results (diagram and chart) 
The following diagram (Fig. 1) summarizes the main theorems of this paper. 
After the diagram, a chart is given showing how the diagram follows from 
Examples 2.5 and the completeness theorems in Section 3. 
To interpret the diagram, we define two properties of classes C of filters 
~ ~ ~:,:~t,. 
(1) The set of valid sentences of L~(a~, M) is recursively enumerable (in L, k~r 
each countaNe L) for all ~ e C, and in fact this set is the same for each ~,~ C. 
(2) L~(a.~,M) is compact for all ~ '~( ;  all countable k. 
A solid a~ow from class C~ to Ca in Fig. 1 indicates that whenever ~ ~ C~ and 
~ ~ C~, then every countable theory of L(~a,, M) whid~ has an ~-mode l  also has 
an ~z-model. A dotted arrow ~rom C~ to Cz indicates that the existence of a solid 
arrow properly depends on t)e choice of the filter ~ ,  ~0, or ~a,  subject to 
certain properties. 
~,,, : Any member of Reg(~o). 
~0: Any filter ~ with n(~) = o~, such that some countable intersection from ~ 
is empty. 
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{~,,,,~,} 
1 
D / \ ,  
CGQ* CCQ 
Reg(m) 0,~ <ca) '~t  ' k~, vv 
1 x~ : ~ ~ ~ 
~I (m <n) Hf ~ 1, (If 
~ ~ 
¢ 
Reg(n) (n <~) CG~* 
Reg*(m) "~-  { ~.~ 
{;~") ~ Reg(o~) 
Fig. 1. Each class hown, other than t~a}, {g~,}, and {:~}, satisfies properties (1 and (2) just delined. 
~a:  Any titter ~ which is riot countably complete, such that every countable 
intersection from ~ belongs to 0 ~, and moreover: for some {X. : n < w} ~ 
~,  I~, ,X , ;¢( I~\ '~ and n({X\N,X , , :  X¢.C¢;)}=~o~. 
The lack of any arrow from class C~ to class C~ means that no solid arrow goes 
from ff~ to ~,  for all ~ ~ C~, ~z  ~ C~--except, solid and dotted arrows which are 
obvious from transiti,nty of --, are sometimes omitted. 
The following chart, which is split into Tables 1 aud 2 because of space 
considerations, hows how the solid and dotted arrows (or lack thereof) follow 
from the theorems of Section 3 (together with Lemma 2.16) and Examples 2.5. 
Reasons for the arrows and non-arrows are also given in the chart. To explain the 
notation, we give some examples. As usual, x is the horizontal coordinate and y is 
the vertical coordinate. The entries all deal with t~-~e issue: does y ~ x, y ~-~ x, or 
y-/;  x? (Again, ~ indicates that there is no arrow,) 
y = {.~.~.,,t,}, x = D. The arrow - ,  means that y- - ,  x; here, {,~"~'t'}-~, D. The solid 
arrows all follow from Lemma 2.16 :rod Section 3. 
y = D, x = {5~,,"}. The slashed arrow -/~ means there is no arrow y--~ x. The 
'(2)' below the arrow means that this follo~vs from, Example 2.5(2). 
y =CGI~/*, x ={o~'}.  The entry D-C, means that CGI~I*--/~ {.~,,u} because 
D-~ {~-~u} (and D--~ CG(I*, and --~ is transitive). 
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Table 1 
{~~'} D CGO.* CGO* CCQ CCO 
{.~} 
D 
CGQ* 
CG¢* 
CCO 
CC[ 
t~ot 
l.%} 
Reg( i ) 
Reg*~ :a ) 
i~.,~ 
Reg(o~l~ 
~ ~ ..-~ ~ - -~ _-~ 
@~ ~ ~ - -~ . -~  .~.~ 
(2) 
D*/, ~ CCO . . . . .  4. CCO --~ 
(3) 
D4~ CGO* ~ ~ ~ CCO* ~ CGO* -h 
(41 
t)-~ ~CGO* ~CGO* + . . . .  
(6) 
D-& CCO~, CCO~ CCO~ -~ ~ 
(5~ 
~ if -* if 
g¢o ~ CGO* ~cl ~ CGO.* 
D-v~ CGCI* -/~ -/~ -/~ CG(I* -~ CGCI* ~ 
(13) (13) 
---* for 
,~  ~ CG ~* 
O-~ CGO* ,d- CG~,~* ~ z , CG(~* @ CG0* ~ 
~for 
~o ~ Reg(o~ ) 
4 ~ 
% CG~ * -~ CG0* ~ CGW ( 10~ ~ (?(X,~ ( t 1 ) 
Reg(i)-/* ~ for 
all entries in 
lhis region. 
y = CGO*, x = D. The entry -,4;CC0 means that CGO* -7¢ D because CG(I* ~ 
CC9 (and D--~ CC0). 
y = {$;~}, x = CG¢*. This entry indicates that {~;o}--+ CGf~*, because {$;~}--~ 
CG¢* for ,9%~ CG0*, and {.vT 0} -~¢ CG~* for $;0~ Reg(¢o~). (And, these results can 
be found elsewhere on the chart.) 
Example~ 2.5 (distinguishing between classes of filters). It is easy to see (and was 
observed in [1]) that if O~ means 'there exist uncountably many', then 
~O~xc0(x) -~ a.,~ s 3x~.  s co(x), 
for any ~0. Hence (1~ is expressible in our "ogics. Another easily verifiable fact 
from [1] is that if (L, <) is o)~-like, then ~oi embeds cont inuous ly  into (L, <) iff 
(L, <)~a,~ s ::ix Wy(y <x -~ s(y)). (Sometimes uch (L, <) are called "strongly 
o2T-like'.) Using this fact, one may eliminate the relation symbols R(£, g) in favor 
of relation symbols R(~, f),  if one prefers. 
We implicitly use the fact from Section 3 that CG( I * -~ CGO and CG~*~ 
CG~, where "~-~' is "--~" plus "~--'. 
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Table 2 
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Reg(i) 
{~a} {~o} Reg(i) i <]  <~o Reg*(o~) {.~,,, } Reg(,~ 0
- -  
1~"~} .4* {s~,.} -/.{&o } -¢.1~.,} :+ 
D 
CGQ* 
CG0* 
CCQ 
cco  
{S~a} 
1,%} 
Reg(i) 
(i<i<o~ 
Reg(i) 
Reg*(ea) 
{~+} 
Reg(w~ ) 
-/. ~ 
(41 
= . 
-* when ~+ for 
CCO -+ {~ o} 9:o ~- Reg(~,) ~
;~ for + for 
~ ~ CGO* ~o e CGO* 
-'* -~, for 
3.7 o~ 0 ~ Reg(e h ) 
-/) for -/) for 
"~c~ e CGO* .-%a e CG0* 
-+ for 
~a  ~ CGQ* 
- ,  -/, 
trivially (13) 
CG~*~ -+ 
trivially 
,-¢, 
(I) 
{?~,-,~}.¢, 
for tl~ese 
Mocks 
-* for 
o~ o e_- Reg(o ~ 
:# 4+ for 
(12) ~o ~~ CGO* 
Reg(i)-/+ Check --/, - ,  
if (7~ 
for Reg( i ) Reg(i + 1 ) --/,. Reg(j + 1 ) ~ 
these 4 {~¢} ,'or Reg*(~o)-7~. Reg*(oJ)--]+ 
these 4 
blocks block:; Reg*(~o)-~ Reg*(¢o)-/,- 
=.~ 
~ 
. . -e  
~# 
- .~  ~ +  ~ 
Thin. 3.18 
-* for 
.~., ~ Reg*(~o)~. -* 
-~by (8) 
1~,,,}~, 
~ as in(8)  ~ ~ 
(9) 
(1) {~+,a,}_/,{~,,}.  One  can easi ly  wr i te  down a sentence  p asser t ing  the  
ex is tence  of  m~ d is jo in l  sets  in O:~=: ~ is 
VxOs R(x, s)AVx Vy (xg  = y -+ a~ s-q(R(.x,  s JA  R(y ,  s))). 
(2) D -~ {~,.,b}. The  fo l low ing  sentence  asser ts  the  ex is tence  of  a s ta t ionary  set  
not  in O~:  s ta ts  P(s)AmQs P(s). 
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(3) CG(I* ~/* CCf). Simply describe a cotmtable family of members of o~ with 
intersection ot in $;. 
"(U, <) is a countable linear order without :last element' 
~, "f y Ms "f x < y R(x, S)/x--~Ms "f y(U(y)--~ R(y, s)). 
(4~ CGO*-P. {~c~}, all ~;o; hence CGO*-p, CG(I*. One can easily describe, in a 
manner similar to that used in (3) above, a countable intersection from W. having 
non-stationary intersection. 
(5) CC}t-/~ CCQ. Similar to (4), but for diagonal intersection. It is well known 
that there is a decreasing sequence of stationary sets with empty diagonal 
intersection; see Example 10, for example. 
(6) CC(1-/~ CG~) (hence CC(I-~. CGft*), Notice that for ff e CC(I, some de- 
creasing diagonal intersection from ,~; is not in ~;, while this is not so for 9; ~ CGO. 
One can certainly express this property, but the following related sentence also 
has an ~-model for each ff ~ CC(I but no ~-model whenever ,~:~ CGO: 
~e s M t "fix ~ s R(x ,  tt A-nMt V x ~ t R(x,  t). 
To see that ~[~sMt ' fx~sR(x ,~)~.MtVx~tR(x , t ) ]  for all ~_CG~,  
suppose Nk~asMtVxc~sR(x , t ) .  Let {A~:~<¢o~} be a filtration of A. For 
each a<~,  let X. ={/3 <~0t: (Vx e A,,) g~R(x ,  Aa)}; then each X,~ ~ff. Say ~¢ is 
generated by .~):""~"U(g, qJ countable. Then for some finite q3'~_~d, X.__,  ["1~' for 
uncountably many (x, and hence for all a <¢o~. It follows that zl{X.: a <o9~}~.  
Now for [3~A(X~:a<o~),  [3eX.  for all a<~3, so ~I~(VxsA. )R(x ,A~) .  Set 
Y=l l J<w~: ~ is a limit}t~A{X~: a<~o~); then for all /3e Y, ?[~ 
(Vx ~ A¢ )R(x, Ate). Hence since Y -~ ~,  ~l ~:~M t ~ 7: ~ t R(x, t). 
(7) Reg( j t~.Reg( i i  for i<j<¢o. Just describe j sets in (1 ~ with pairwise 
non-stationary intersection: 
i ~ ( I s  R(c.~. s),~ ~ .~.  ~ -nstat s(R(c,,,, s)~',R(c., s)). 
~ ~I  ~ < ~ 
(8) {5~,~,}-/~ Reg*(oa) for some 5~,~,. Let {X,, : n < (o} be a pairwise disjoint family 
of stationary sets with union ~h (by Lemma 2.2). For each n<¢o, choose 
~//. ~"~u with X. ~ ~.,  such that ~,, is a regular ultrafilter on ~a~, by Example 15. 
Now define a filter W-., so that for X~ot ,  X~,o  iff Xf f lX .~t l .  for all but 
finitely ~nany n <~o. Choose an almost disjoint family {B,~:a <2"} of infinite 
subsets of co~ and define sets t27,, (~ < 2") as follows: C,~ = 1.] {X,, : n ~ B,~}. The 
family {C,~: ~ <~o~} shows that the following sentence has an $;.,-~nodel; then 
since it clearly has no ~-model for ~ e Reg*((o), this suffices. 
V x Qs R(x, s) /x V x "f y (x~ y --~ ~(ls (R(x, s)/~ R(y, s)). 
(9) Reg(o)~)-~. {9;o,}: just describe ¢a~ pairwise disjoint (up to a c.u.b.) sets in 
(1 :~" 
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(10) Reg(1)-3,CGfl*; hence Reg(i)--3,CG0*. Let ~/Z be any regular ultrafitter 
on o9~ containing 5~,b (which exists by Example 15). Pick {A~: a <~o~}___~ such 
that for all/3 <w~, /3 is contained in only finitely many A..  By cutting down, we 
may assume that each A,~ consists of lhnit ordinals only. Define B~ = 
I..Ja>~.~<~,A~\(/3+I)I for each a<o~a. One may rather easily check that 
(B~: a<o)~) is a decreasing sequence of members of ~t with empty diagonal 
intersection. The rest is the same as Example 6. 
(11) Reg(i)-3, CC¢ because regular filters are not countably complete. In fact, 
(12) Reg(i.)-7~ {.~o} because some countable intersection from ,'~ is empty, for 
~: ~ Reg(i). 
(13) {~o} -3, CGO and {$:o} -3' CG0 and {~ca} -/~ {$~}, for some :~a and ~0. By 
choosing ~:o e CG0 and using CGO ~ CG0, it suffices to produce some ~a sucla 
that {~a}-3, CG0. Such an ~:a is produced in Theorem 5.7, where ~:~ is defined 
so that CC0--~{~o}. For assuming CC0--* {~a}, then if {,°~a}-~ {~} for some 
~ ~ CG0, then CC~) ---> {o~} and hence CC(I -~ {~} for some ~: e CGg), contradict- 
ing Example 6. 
For a somewhat more straightforward example, partition ~o~ into disjoint 
stationary sets A and B. Let ~d be any regular ultrafilter on o~ such that B ~ ~ 
and ffc~,b__.~; see Example 1.5. Then define .~a by: X6~u iff XfqB~ and 
X _ ,  A. The rest is similar to Example 6. 
The next four examples how that certain kinds of filters exist. 
(14) The class D is certainly non-empty: ~ust pick S stationary such that (<o~ \ S) 
is stationary (by Lemma 2.2), and set .~ ={Cf3S:  C is c.u.b.}. In fact, such filters 
were considered in [15] and later in [1]; in both papers, it was shown that L(a.,~) 
satisfies the same completeness theorem whether ~,.z, has its usual meaning, or 
instead is interpreted by a filter ~ as above. 
Are there other examples of filters ~ .~ D, besides those generated by {S} LI ~"~' 
for some S? First we show it is consistent with ZFC that the answer is 'yes'. In 
fact, 'yes' follows from Jensen's principle ~o,~, which yields easily a family 
{S,~ : c~ < ~o2} ~,f stationary subsets of w~ such that S,~ f5 St~ is non-stationary for all 
distinct oz,/3 -:w2. We may define a filter ~ from these sets S,, as follows: X~ iff 
for some cz <~o~, X ~_.S~ for all /3 ~x  (/3 <o~2). Now this filter ~ properly 
contains o ~'~'t~, and ,~ is countably complete. To check that ~ is closed under 
diagonal intersection, let (A,,:c~ <60~) be any ~o~-sequence of members of ~.  
Define g:co~---~oz such that: g(~x)=least /3 such that for all 3~/3 (~/<~oa), 
A,~_,S.~. Set B=,4(A,~:~<~o~), and let /3o=sup(range )<o~.  Fix 3~/3o; it 
suffices to show that B ~.  S v. To that end, choose c.u,b, subsets C, (~ < o~,) of w t 
such that A,  ___ C,, f3 S.,; since ~, ~/3~, this is no problem. Then 
B _~ a(a~ C'~ S.: ~ < ~o,) ___ a (C .  C~S~: a <~o,) ~ S, c~a(C.  : a <~, , )~,S , ,  
since the diagonal intersection of c.u.b, sets is c.u.b. 
This filter ~ is not generated by .~cu~Lt{S} for any S. For suppose Se .~;  say 
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S _~. S~s for all /3 ~/30. Then S \ S~,, e ~,  since for all 8 > flo, S ~ Se. ~ .  Se ~ Se,, = 
Se ~ (S o n S~) ] .  S~. because So ~ S~,, is non-stationmy by definition. However, 
S~S~.~,S. 
Must filters ~ D exist which are not gener~ted by any {S}LJ(~~'}? Maybe, 
since Kunen has informed us that it no almos disjoint family (S~: a <~z) (as 
above) of stationary sets exists, then there are im~er models with several measura- 
ble cardinals. On the other hand~ he has also pointed out that Van Wesep [18] has 
shown it is consistent with ZFC that such a fae:~ly does not exist, assuming the 
consistency of ZF + AD + DC + [Uniformization for ~ x ff~] + [0 is regular], where 0 
is the sup of the prewellorderings of o~. In that case, D consists only of filters 
generated by ~':"~'U~S} for stationary S with stationary complement, since as we 
now show, the existence of an almost disjoint family (S.: a <~} of stationary 
subsets of ~ is not only sutticient {as we have shown), but also necessary in order 
for D to contain other filters. That is, if ~D and ~ is not generated by 
~'"~'UIS} for any S, one can inductively define a sequence (A. :  c~<ma) of 
members of ~,  where for all a, ~ < ~ a < ~ ilt A~, ~.  Aa: take inte~ections at 
limit stages of countable cofinality, and take a diagonal intersection of cofinally 
many A.,~ for an ~-sequence {a~: i<  ~o~) increasing to an arbitrary limit stage of 
cofinality m~. Then define S~ = A,~ ~A~+~ for the desired almost disjoint sets. 
~15) There are many regular filters ~ on ~ such that ~ ~"~'~', for each value 
of n(2~)~.~o~. In fact, our method shows we may require S~,  for S any fixed 
stationary set. For example, first write w~ (or any stationary set) as the disjoint 
union of stationary sels S,, (a <m~), again by Lemma 2.2. Now for each c~ <~,  
~i ~ choose sets S~', (n <(o) so that: S~ = S~: S',, ~S~ and S,~S~ is stationary~ for all 
i< /<o~;  and ~,.,.~,,S~, :::0. Now let ~g be any proper filter on w~ containing the 
complement of each countable subse~ of o)~, such that n~J  = or; for e~ampie, ~ 
could consis~ only of these ~co-countable' sets. Define a filter ~ on m~ by: 
X~:~ i~ {a : (~ i} (S ;~X)}~.  
Clearly :N ~a, ,  and n(~=~ since n(cg)= m~. To see that ~ is regular, tix a 
one-one sequence (a~: i < ~o) enumerating ~, for each a < ~0~, F'or ~ < a~ wri~:e 
n.(¢~ = n iff ~,~ = ~. Define E~ 1¢<~0~t as follows: 
&~ = U s;; '''~', 
c~ ~ ($ 
~ -~,~ ~ 
Then {it~2~: 3<~o~} wimesses the regularib, of ~. For if T<~- -say  y~S. - -  
cho~sc n so that ? ~: S~;'~ S',~ ~ ~. Then for all ~ < w~. 
~ ~ E~ ~ ~/~ S2 ,~e' ~ n~A~) ~ n =) ~ ~ {a~ . . . . .  a,,}, 
so T belongs to only finitely many Els. 
To get regular filters ~'  with n(~') < o~1, just extend the filter ff defined above° 
Our next two examples elaborate on this idea. 
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(16) The following filter $; in Reg*(w) one could call 'atomic'; the opposite 
case is examined, in Example 17. As hefore, split o~ into a disjoinl union of 
stationary sets S,~ (n < col By Example 15, we may choose regular u!trafilters ~,~ 
on S,, (each n <w)  consisting entirely of stationary sets. Define a filter ~ on wl as 
follows: X~.~ iff XrqS,~° l l ,  for all n<co. 
Here are some properties of ~ .  
(i) S .  6 (1 ~,  all n < ¢o. 
(it) For all n<(o,  S, can't be split into two disjoint sets in O :~. 
(iii) For all YeO ~, there exists n <o~ such f lat  YClS ,  c~(1~% 
(iv) By (it) and (iii), if Ye(1  ~, tfien Y;~.~S, for some n<w.  Hence ~ 
Reg*((o) (since clearly $; ~,~'""~'). 
(17) The following filter ~6 Reg*((o) one could call 'atomless'. The construction 
of ~J takes place as follows. 
Step 1. Let (a~ ; s e o~ "~'°) be a family of infinite subsets of (o such that a o '= o~ and 
for all s~o <' ,  a~ is the disjoint union ~ ....... a~.~,~,. 
Step 2. Let {S,, : n < (o) be a disjoint family of stationary sets with union tot, and 
let .~ be the regular filter defined in Example 16 from the sets S,~. 
Step 3. For se(o  <'°, set A~= [..J ..... S,. Note that each A~e( l  ~, since each 
S,~ ~O s~. 
Step 4. Let ~ be a filter which is maximal with respect o the following prol,erty 
(*): 
q3___ff;, andfora l l  s ~ (o ":'°, A,~ ~ Ct ''~. (*) 
We claim that G(~ Reg*(~o). ,~_=2_~N °b because , .~ ,~ and ,~ ~'~"~'. Since each 
A~CY ~, C~¢Reg(n), all n<¢o, Finally, suppose X~a,O'~; we desire x sucfi Ihat 
X ~A~.  If no such s exists, then A~ ~(w~ kX)~5 ~'~ for all s s ~o <'.  But then the 
filter generated by ~ t J {~ k X} has property (*); so by maximal ity of 'g, ~ ~ X ~ ~. 
This contradicts the assumption X 6 ~ ' .  
Notice that this example differs from Example 16 as follows. For any X ~ ~ 
X ~A~ for some s; so X ~A~-<o~ and X ~A, .~,  which means that X may be 
split into two disjoint sets in O ~, for any X~:O'*;. Each set A,, ia Example t6, of 
course, can not be sNil into two disjoint sets in O :~;. 
For each filter o~ that we consider, we will assign a set of formulas called "the 
axioms of L'~(a~,M)'. The formulas common to all of tfiese sets comprise what 
we call 'the axioms ol~ L(z~a,M)', which we now give. 
First we list the axio~n schemas for stationary logic frorn[ 1 ]. Free variables are 
allowed in these axioms, and we abbreviate: somewhat. 
Axioms 2.6. [Al~-(-,] All first-order axiom schemas. 
[A0] ~ s ~(s) .~ ~ t ~(t). 
[A1] -n~s  (x¢x) .  
[A2] ,~a- s (x ~ s), ~a, t (s ~_ ~). 
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[A4] 
[AS] 
~a, s q: t, ~ s O -q, e~o, s @ t, qO. 
~,.~ s (~ ~ O) "-" (~-  s ~ --~ ~,.(, s tO). 
~ X aa  S g) - *  a~ ~ ~ll x ~ s q~. 
We add the following axiom schemas, which are analogous to those given 
above, except for [M2], Also note that there is no "[M5]', 
[M(t] Msq~(s l ,~ ,Mlq) ( t ) .  
[Ml I "-iMs(x ~ x). 
[M2] aa, sq~-+Msq~.  
[M3] Ms~/xMsq* -+Ms@~,q*) .  
[M4] Ms(~- -~, IO-~, (Ms~MsO) .  
lu fact, we could delete [M4]. 
uncountable structures: 
[Od (l~x (x = xl. 
Our final axiom reflects our restriction to 
O~ is ~there xist uncountably mat~y" and can be expressed in terms of a,a~, as we 
have seen. 
The rules of inference are tho e of first-order lof~c, plus a,a.-generalization: If 
I ' .~ - - ,  op(:l and s is not free in F or ,~, then I ' k r l - -~  ~a s '~(s) .  (Actually, we 
could eliminate this rule as well as all free variables in the axioms; see [1, 3.7].) 
We'tl call all of the above ¢he ax ioms and  rules o f  Lt,'~a, M). So, we can talk about 
l,(aa~, M i-co~siste~,cy, and use the notation " 1 " ~ .  for L(a~a, M)-provability. 
The basic format ~,f our completeness proofs has three parts, just as for L(ac~) 
in [ t] and its predecessor L(Q~) in [8]~ Basically, here is the idea. Starting with a 
consistent theory T of L(~a, M), we use Lemma 2.8 below to obtain a countable 
~eak model of Z ('Weak model' is defined below,) The 'Main Lemma' 2.9 and its 
relations 2.11 arid 2~12 are used to extend that weak model and then keep 
extending to obtain an w~-chain of weak models. The union of this chain wilt be 
the desired model, by Lemma 2.13. The problem is to isolate crucial properties of 
each class of filters, to use in applying the Maip Lemma in a manner appropriate 
to fl~e class. 
Definition 2.7. A weak mode l  is a 2-sorted structure 
~21" = (91;) ;  ~; RiO ~ I); R. . , ,M  RMs,~)~eL~.M) 
with universe consisting of [~[= A for the "first-order part' and ~ for the 
~,  ~ ~n second-o,~,  part', and ~dth e ~ A x ~. Satisfaction is defined so that ~[* ~ p(a) iff 
~v ~ s)[* ~ R' ~. (a ,p )~e  , ,~ . ta, ~) i f f  (fi, 0 )eR  ~,  and 
~*~Ms ~(s, & 0) " ~ ~ ~e ~ff (a, p) e (R~(~s.r))",
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and similarly for a,a,s~o. We say that 9l* is a weak model for L(a~,,M) iff the 
following conditions are met. 
(1) All instances of the axioms for L(a~,M) hold in N*. 
(2) Whenever 9.1" ~ q~(s) for all s ~ ~t*,  where W may have parameters in g[*, then 
~* ~ ~ s q~(s). 
We sometimes find it convenient o replace (1) by the following requirement 
(la), which for our purposes is equivalent to (1); see Remark 2.14. 
(la) All instances of axioms from [Avo], [A0] to [A5], and [Q~] hold in 21[*, and 
for every q~(.~,~) from [M0] to [M4] with free variables from ~,.~;; ~1[*~ 
~gV~(~,  g). 
(2) corresponds to the rule of a.,,~.-generalization; so every instanc.: of every 
theorem of l.,(ac~, M) holds in ~2/[*. 
As in [1], we write N*< ~*(L(aa, M)) to indicate that ~)1" ~_ 2~* and that ,9[* and 
~* satisfy the same sentences of L(~a, M) with parameters in ?i*. So, we do not 
allow ::Is or Vs (s second-order), but we could: see [1, 3.8]. The union of an 
s ~ L(,za, M)-elementary chain (').[,~: a<A)  is just the usual first-order union, so 
Tarski's elementary chain theorem holds for weak models. 
Here are some lemmas adapted from [1]. In applications (Section 3), we will 
consider theories in a countable language L, and K will be the language of the 
axioms of L~(~za, M). So K_L ,  and the containment may be proper. 
Lemma 2.8 (Weak Completeness, [1, Lemma 3.2]). i f  T is a consistent theory of 
K(zra~,M), some countable langaage K, then there is a countable weak model for 
K(~ez, M) satisfying ~1: 
Lemma 2.9 (Main Lemma, [I, Theorem 3A]), Let ~[* be a countable weak model 
for K(~a,, M), some countable K, and let O(s) be a formula of K(a,~, M) with only s 
free, which may have parameters. Then there is a countable weak model ~* for 
K(a,[~, M) with the following properties. 
(i) ~*< ~*(K(~, M)). 
(ii) A ~ ~e+; that is, for some p ~ ~* ,  {x ~ B: ~* ~ p(x ~} ~ Atso  we will identify 
A and this p). 
(fib If ~[* ~ slat s ~O(s), then ~* ~ #~(A ). 
(iv) For all sentences (with paramewrs) ~ ,  s~(s) true in 91", N*~(A) .  
!v) b~r eve~, ~ '~* ,  and x~B,  ~*~p(x) iff x~A and N*~p(x). 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of the "Main Lem~na' 3.4 of [1]. To 
ensure that ~* is a weak model for K(a~,~,M), use (i) above together with the 
properties (la), (2) for a weak model for K(z,~,,~,M) from Deiinition 2.7. 
Definition 2.10. If ~l* and ~* are countable weak models for K(a,a,,M) (some 
countable K) satisfying properties (i), (ii~, fly), and (v) above, then we call ~* a 
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nice extension of 9I*, If in addition (iii) holds, we may call ~t* a nice extension of 
~,~{* via O. 
Lemma 2.11.. Suppose O(s) and q~(s) ( i<n)  are formulas of K(~zt, M), some 
countable K, where n <¢o, and 0 and ~ may have parameters. Let ~[* be a 
countable weak model for K(~,  M). Also suppose 91" ~ M s ~ (s) ;for all i < n. Then 
there is a nice extension fS* of ~I* satisi:ying ~(A  ) for all i<  n, and also satisfying 
0(A~ if ~*~OsO(s).  
Proof. Assume ~l*g(lsO(s}; the other possibility is simpler, i,et ~b(s) be 
/~ ...... q)As)/~O(sL We claim that 2t~*~stat s q~(s). To see this, first apply Axio~n 
[M3] and an analogue of [1, Section 2.6] to obtain W*~(lsq~(s), By the con- 
trapositive of Axiom [M2] (and Modus Ponens), ~2[*~stats~/~(s). Now apply 
Lemma 2.9, 
Lemma 2.12. Suppose ~1" is a countable weak model for K(aa, M) (some counta- 
ble K). Also suppose ~l;(s) is a formula {possibly with parameters) of K(ea,~, M) with 
only s free, such that ~1,*~ Os O(s). If ~2l* satisfies every instance o~" the schema 
[M5] VxMs~(x ,s ) - -~MsVx~sq~(x ,s ) ,  
then there is a nice extension ~* of ?I* satisfying O( A ), such that 9~* satisfies every 
instance of [M5] as well as (iv}': For all formulas q~ (with parameters), if 91"> 
Ms~(s) ,  then ~*~qo(A). 
Proof. Its exactly as the proof of the 'Main Lemma' 3.4 of [ l], replacing each 'aa" 
by ~M" and "star" by '(1'. Then (ivJ follows from (ivJ' by Axiom [M2]. 
The following lemma shows how we can put together a chain of weak models to 
get the model we want. 
Lemma 2.13. Let Lc_ K be languages. Suppose that {~l~-c~ <coL) is a continuous 
K(a.a.M)-elementary chain of countable weak model: lot K(a,~,M) such that for 
each ~<~,  91~.,~ is a nice extension of 9t~ S~, 91=~ ..... ~,~. Assume for all 
~ <~ and all formtdas ~ ~4 l.,(a,~,,M) with parameters in A~, U{A~: ~<~}, that 
~he following conditions are met. 
(S) If ~l~stat sw, then {fl: ~I~+~(A,)} is s~ationa~. 
(O) If 9t*~ ~ ,~, us  w, then {~: ~I.~+~ ~(A~)}eQ ~. 
(M). If o1" eM s ~ , ,  .,, then 18: 9[].~ ~: ~ (A~ l} ~ ~, .  
Then ~1 ha~; cardinality N~ and for all ~ <~ and all sentences ~ of L(a~, M) with 
parameters in A,, U{A, :t3 <e}, 
91~ ~ ~ iff YI ~:~ ~ (in the standard sense of ~ for L :~ (aa, M)). (*) 
P¢ooI. ~l has cardinality R~ b~ definition of nice extension, and Axiom [Q1]- We 
check (*) by induction on complexity of ¢ a L(~a, M). The interesting steps are for 
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q~ :~- Ms ~0 and q~ = ~a~ sq~. The case ~ = ~,z s ~ is identical to II~e corresponding 
part of [1, Theorem 3.5]. We check the similar case ~ =Ms ~. 
If N~Ms~,  then {O:9[~(A~)}~{~:N~+~(Ao)}  (by the inductive 
hypothesis for ~), which be]mgs to ~ by hypothesis (M); hen~ ~[~Ms ~. 
For the other direction, a~mme ~;~ ~Ms q~. Then ~Qs~,  so 
{~: ~ ~ ~(A~)}  = {~: ~t ~ ~A~)} 
~ {¢: ~I~+~ -nO(A~)} (by the inductive by . thes is )  
~ O ~ (by hypothesis (O)). 
Therefore ~.~:~ Os-~O(s), i,e, ~[ ~e~- Ms q~(s), 
Remark 2.14. It is probably best to take properties (la) (not (1)) and (2) to 
constitute the definition of 'weak model for L(~,% M)' in Definition 2.7. That is, 
the axioms for L(a~,M) consist of those from [AFo], [A0] to [AS], and [Qi], 
along with each t) = aa, ~ V£ q~(£, g) such that q~ is from [M0] to [M4] and has free 
variables included in g, .,L Henceforth, we will call such ~b a quasi-universal closure 
of q~. 
The places in our precedirg proofs in which the stronger property (1) replaces 
(la), in Definition 2.7, are justified as follows. In applications, we will be 
considering chains (9/.*: a <o~) built so as to satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 
2.13. Suppose that in the Main Lemma 2,9 (and 2,11, 2.12) we consider only 
formulas in which the second-order parameters are from {A~:/3<a}, where 
~[* =~.*. Then for any continuous chain (9,I~: a <o~) crmstructed u~,ing I,~emmas 
2.9, 2.11, and (or) 2. !2, but only witnessing formulas with second-order ~arame- 
ters from {A~: (3 < ~},  the proof of Lemma 2.13 goes :hrough. We can witness 
such formulas by using property (iv) from the definition of "nice extension' to strip 
off the c~ quantifiers frown property (la). 
In a similar manner, al! axioms given for particular l f (a~,M)  should be 
thought of as sentences, resulting from taking the quasi-universal closures of 
certain given axioms. However, all instances of those given axioms will hold in 
applications, because ach second-order parameter, in any formulas of interest o 
us, will be some A¢~. 
Definition 2.15. Suppose L ~ K are cou~table languages. Let S be a set consisting 
of the axioms for K(a~, M) together with a (possibly empty) set of sentences of 
K (~,M) .  Assume ~_~cu~ is a filter on to 1. S is a complete set of axioms for 
L'~(~, M) iff the following two conditions are met. 
(i) S is sound: for every theory T of L(a.a, M) which has an 5~-modet, S U T is 
K(z~a,M)-consis*ent. Equivalently, for every theory T and sentence g, of 
L(z~, M), if (S U T )~-~ q~, then 7"~ ~ ¢ (i.e. every ,~-model of T is an ~-model 
of ,¢). A clearly su~cient condition for soundness is that every L-structure of 
cardinality R~ can be expanded to an ~-model of S. 
(ii) S is complete: for every theory T of L(~e,M), if SUT is K (~,M) -  
consistent, then T has an ~,-model. 
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The following easy lcmma, together with the completeness theorems of Section 
3, immediately ields the solid arrows in Fig~ 1 (and the accompanying chart). 
Lemma 2.16. Fix countable languages L ~_ K. Suppose that '~, ~ ~ ~,~" are filters 
on ~o~, and as~mne that S g K(~a,,M) is a complete set of axioms for I f l (~ ,  M). 
Also suppose titat every L-structure of cardinality R~ can be expanded to an 
,N-model of S. "Ihen e',:ery theory of L(a,~,M) which has an o~-model has a 
~-model. 
ProoL :~uppose T is a theory of L(z,,~, M) which has no ~-model. Then 
T~J S ~z .~ V x (x~ x ). (*) 
Now let i~[ be any L-structure; we show that ~,).[ g'~ "li ,By hypothesis we may expand 
~1 to an ~-model ~[' of S. By (*), ~['~'UT. 
Our final lemma in this section is an application of (Utam's) Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 2.17. If ~: ~_ CG~*, then n(,~) = ~o~. If ~ ~ CGO*--say, .~ is determined by 
(~,{B, , :n<w},C}- - then n(,:Y)=~ol and in fact, (wt \C)  can be written as a 
disioint union ~ ....... X.~, where each X ,  ~ 0 ~. 
Proof. The case ~ ~ CGO* is more worthy of consideration. For each n < o) 
choose stationary sets X2 (a<~0 such that B ,=~ ...... X~. Then set X~ = 
L J,, .... X'/,, for each a < ~o~. 
3. Completene~ theorems 
Let's turn now to the various completeness theorems. Since K(a,~,M)-proofs 
are finite, these each imply countable compactness (Corollary 3.21). Fix a 
countable language L. Each of the classes of logics L~(z~a,, M) which we consider 
is axiomatized in some countable language K ~ L, using the axioms of K(a,z, M) 
(defined in Axioms 2.6), together with additional axioms related to the class of 
filters under consideration. 
Notation 3.1. Once and for all, let I denote the set of all formulas 4,(s~ with only 
s free, such that q* is a formula of K(a.a,, M) with all first-order parameters (ff any) 
from ~ot and all second-order parameters (if any) from {A~: a<~o,}. Clearly 
card(I) =R~. To interpret sentences in I (in the obvious way), we assume A~ _ ~oi 
for each weak model N~* that is constructed. 
The class {~°~}. To obtain the axioms ax(s,~u: for L~'"~(~,M), add the; 
following axiom schema to the axioms for L~(a.~, M;, 
[~u]  M s q~ ,~, ,~,~ s~, ~(s . . . .  ) e L(~,a~, M), 
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(So in this case, K= L, Actually, we add all quasi-universal c osures of formulas 
from [~;~,~u], as explained in Remark 2.1,4.). 
Theorem 3.2. The Set ax(,~ '~) is a complete set of axioms for L'~'~(a,t~,M). 
Proof. This is essentially the completeness theorem for L(aa) from [1], where one 
can also find a proof of soundness. Howewr,  we review the proof, for complete- 
HESS. 
By Lemma. 2.2, write ~o~ as the disjoint union ~.l,,~ S,~ of statkmary sets, where 
I is the set of cardinality Rl defined hy 3.1. Suppose l' is an U~(aa,, M)-consistent 
theory of L'~'"(~,z, M); that is, suppose r l,.J[~ ':"b] is consistent with the axioms 
and rules for L(a,~z,M). We build a chain of countable weak models ~I,* so that 
A~_to~ for each a<oh.  By the Weak Model Existence Lemma 2.8, we may 
choose a conntahle wea~' " model ~?I~ for L(aa, M 1 satisfying T tO [5~' ] .  Assuming 
'~[~ has been defined for all a<,X. (~<to~), ,~ a limit, ~[~*= [,J,<~d~*. Finally, 
assuming ~ has been defined (/3 < toO, choose tO e I such that (3 ~ S,, and let ~ '+ ~ 
be a nice extension of ~ via tO, by the Main Lemma 2.9. 
It suffices to verify 'the hypotheses of Lemma 2.13. To check (S), suppose 
9~*~stat s q~(s): then {/3: ~ * . • '~0 + ~ ~ to(A~)} ..--2 So \. ~, ~hich is stationary. Condition (Q) 
follows, since if ?[*~(lsto, then by [~ ' ]  (and Remark 2.14) ~[~statsto, so 
{/~: ~)~*,~+~ ~tO(Ar~;-}~ (l "~'''', as we .iust checked. Finally, (M) holds by definition of 
nice extension, because if ? l~Ms to, then ~)1[~ a.~,, s tO by [~;¢~'~']. 
"lhe class D. To the axioms of I~(a~,M) ~vc add the following diagonal 
intersection axiom schema, which is analogous to [A5]: 
[MS] VxMsq~--~MsVx~sq~. 
The resulting set we call ax(Dt. (So again, K = L.) 
Theorem 3.3. /~br all ,Y: ~ D, ax(D) is a complete set of axioms ])~r l,,F(~,~,,r~, M), 
Proof. Soundness follows from the closure of ,~ under diagonal intersection. Now 
suppose a countable theory T is consistent with ax(D), We proceed as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, except that we witness sentences tar s to on sets S,~ and 
sentences Qs to on sets Xe,. More precisely, choose X~2Yk~ "~'~', by definition of 
D; so X ~ ~ and oh k X is stationary. With the se~ I detined in 3. !, we may apply 
Lemma 2.2 to wrile X = ~+~ X,t, and ~ ~2:¢= ~,~,~.~ S,, where X, ~O '~ and S,t, is 
stationary for a~l to ~ I. 
Define ?1~ (~ <w0 with A,~w~,  recursively as follows. Choose g2[~ to be a 
countable weak model for L(a~, M) satisfying 7 and [M5], by the Weak Com- 
pleteness Lemma 2.8. As always, set ~[~= ~j,,<~2[~ for limit ~<~.  For ~= 
~ + 1, there are two cases. If ~ ~ X, say ¢ ~ X,, then apply Lemma 2,12 to obtain 
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a nice extension ~+t  of ~ ,  such that 
PI~+~ q~(Ae) whenever ~ ~lM s q~; (*) 
~o*+:~4,(A~,) i~ ~Os~.  (**) 
Otherwise, ¢ ~ S, for some ~:t, and we apply ~mma 2.9 to obtain a nice extension 
~[~+t of ~1~ via 0. 
Set ~= [_J,~<~,~,; we check (S), (Q) and (M) from I~mma 2.13. (S), i.e. 
witnessing (star s), follows just as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, and is s i~lar  to 
(Q). For ~Q), suppose * N~Os$.  Then for all B~,~,  N~Qs$ because 
N~ < ?[~(L(aa,, M)); therefore g~+t ~ ~(A~) by (**). Since X,  e ff~ and ~ ~ a ~ ~,  
(Q) follows. For (M), notice that if ~Ms ~O, then since N~Ms + for all ~ > a, 
by (*) ~+~O(At~) for all ~X~a.  Since X~a~,  (M) holds. 
The classes CCO and CCO. Fix a countable language L. and choose R(s, ~) and 
P(s) such that R, PC L. Set K=Lt~{R} for ax(CC0) and set K=LU{P,  R} for 
ax(CCO). 
The axioms ac(CC0) consist of those of K(,~z,M) together with [CC1] and 
[CC2] below. For ax(CC(l) we take these schemas (where K now also includes P) 
along ,,,;,~,,,, .!-~oc,~t.~,_,<~ below. 
[CC1] a,~sMtR(s, t IA,z,zsa.a.t~u[R(t,u)--~R(s,u)] .  
[CC2] a.a, t~ ~,  t~[R( f i ,  t,.) --~ Vx~ s t~ • • • Vx , ,  ~ q(M u q~(~, ~, u) --~ q~(g, .~, b.))], 
whenever only g, .g, u are free in q~, and q~.L(a~,M); and of course, g, 
t~, t~, and u are disjoint. 
[CCQ] star s P(s)Aaa S ~za t(P(t)--~ R(s, t)). 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose ~ ~ ~'~" is a countably complete filter on ~o~. Then ever), 
L-sm~cture ~ o~' cardinaliry N~ can be expanded to an ~-model o[ [CC1] and 
[CC2], and also of [CCQ] if ~¢- ee l .  
Proof. Let (A~ : a < ~0~) be a filtration of A. Define R ''~ by the rule: R~*(q, t2) igf 
for some ~ < ~,  t~ = A~ and whenever ~o ~-. L(aa, M) where ~ may have parame- 
ters in A~ tJ{A~:/3 <a},  if ~Ms~,  then ~[~q~(t2). 
Since only countably many Ms ~p are to be considered for each ta = A,~, [CC1] 
holds by countable completeness of 5 ~. The quasi-universal c osures of axioms in 
[CC2] (see Remark 2.14) follow immediately from the definition of R'a: if 
R~(A~,Av), 13~< " '"  <t3,,, <o~<wt,  and a~ . . . . .  a,,~A~, then ~ 
Ms~o(A~, . . . . .  A~3,,,; a~ . . . .  , a,~; s) -*  , (A~,  . . . .  Ae.,; ~i; A~). 
If ,~6CC0, set P'~(~) lit for some 13 <~o~, t = A~ and for all cz <t3, R(A,,, A~); 
that is, A o e P~ iff 13 ~ 2~ ({$: R~(A,, A,)}: a < ~o~). Thus P'~ s O ~,, if .~ .~ CCO, and 
[CCO] holds. 
What follows next is the completeness', theorem for CC0. After that comes the 
completeness theorem for CCCI, whose proof uses ideas from the proof for CC0. 
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Theorem 3.5. Assume ~ ~ CC~. Then the set ~x(CCf)) is a complete se~ of axioms 
for L~(~, tvl). 
ProoL Soundness follows from Lemma 3.4. Now choose sets Y,~ ~.~ (a<co 0 
such that z~(Y~: a < cot)= 0, by definition of CC0. Pick X ~ ~.b ,  and as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.3, write X as the disjoint union of sets X ,  ~ (ff~ I), and 
write (w~kX) as the disjoint union of stationary sets S, (~  I), I as in 3.t. 
Now suppose T~ax(CCO) is consistent, T a theory of L(a,e, M). (As always, L 
is countable.) As before, T Uax(CC0) has a countable weak model ~1~ for 
K~a~, M) by Lemn~a 2.8. We may assume A .~ ~o~, and in facL we take A .  ~ ~ 
(~[,,: a<co~), first set ~?1~ =for each ~<co~. To construct the rest of the chain  * 
U~<ag~ for limit h. 
To constrnct ~1~+~ from ~1~ (~ <m~), first choose some ~ < B such that ~ Y~, 
since ~(Y~:a<m~)=0.  Now by Axiom [CC1], ~t*~aasMtR(s,t),~*o s ~1~: 
~a.s M tR(s,  tL Now our implicit inductive hypothesis is that ~t* is a ni..c ~'~l 4 1 
extension of ~ for all ~<~.  Hence ~I~,~gMtR(A~,t ) .  Since ~+1~,  ~[~.~ 
M t R (A~, t/. Now pick 0 so that ~ e X~, or t3 ~ S,. If ~ ~ S,, take ~1~. ~ to be a nice 
extension of ~ via ~ by the Main Lemma 2.9. If ~ ~ X,, use Lemma 2. t l  to 
obtain a nice extension PI~,.~ of ~1~ satisfying R(A~, A~,), and such that P[~,.~  
0(A~) if g~Qs 0(s). 
It remains to verify clauses (S), (Q) and (M) of Lemma 2.13. (S) and (O) are 
clear, as in the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. For (M). suppose ~?l~e 
M u ¢(A m, . . . .  Ae..,; 6; u), wimre all paramvters are displayed and ¢ is a formula 
of IAe~, M 1. Now by Axiom [CC2] and Remark 2.14, the following holds in ~)1~: 
a~ t~ aa, t~[R~q, 12) ~*  VX 1CE 11 ' ' ' VXn 
z t~{Mu ~(~e.: £; u) - -  ~(~z,; £: t2)}]. 
By definition of nice extension, we may remove "~a. t~" and replace t~ by A~, and 
get a senlence true in N~+~. Similarly, further stripping off "aa ~;' yields 
s2[~ ~ ~[R(A~, Av) - -  V x~ ~ A,~ • " • Vx,, 
< A. IM u~(A,.; 2: u~ ...... ~A, . ;  ~: A~)}]. ( I) ,  
for all y>~>max~i .  But for all Y<? n~ ...... }~:~. 91~R(A#;  A.,) for some 8. 
a < 8 < % by construction. So by the second part of [CCI]. if aa  quantiliers are 
stripped off as in Remark 2.14. we obtain 
R(A~. A,) (for all y~ ~ Y~,). (2L~ 9l* > ~ * I ~ ~1,<~ 
So for all ~¢ n~.~ Y~ (so ~a) ,  by (1~ and 12)v we obtain 
0/~ ~* 
, , , , .~vx ,  eA,~ " " "  Vx,, ~ A,,[Mu~(K,~,;.{: u}~ ~(K~G £; Av) ]. d').,. 
Since ~I~PMu~(~,;  a; u), we have 
91~+~ PM u ~{~g~ ",, a', ~} ({or all y~}. .  13~, 
f"il lcr, ~, ~,~ ~,~ |75  
But {'f')~ aud (3)., yield 
~,+~,~(A~;a;A~,) fo ra l ty~ f-'l ¥'~ • 
/~ ,v~¢, 
Since ~ is countably complete, (]~.:. Y~ ~- ~,  
(~.)~ 
Theorem 3.6. Assume .~ ~ COO. Then the set ax(CCO) is a complete set of axioms 
f ol~ :~ L (~,  M). 
Pr~oL Again, soundness follows from Lemma 3.4. The proof of completeness 
tr~SeS ideas from the proof for the class CC0, and is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
[~ 
~ s, a stationary set CQ% split into stationary 
~cts S+ witnessing sentences slat S t~ 
~.X~Q ~,spli, mtosets ] Y=A(V:~<~,)~Q* ' ,~]  
X+cO ~ witnessing ~s~, where ach Y~,e~; ~X" 
laml some Mr R~Ao. t} ] witnesses Gs P(s) but ] [ 
I .o 
g i~.  2. 
Choose X"~¢~,~ "'~'. Also choose a decreasing sequence (Y~: ~<m~) with 
diagonal intersection Y in ~N~ (using 2~'~CC~). Replacing Y,~ with Y~ r3X °, 
wc may assume that Y~X °. Set S=m~X°;  then S is stationary. Also set 
X = X~vX Y; ~hen X~ :~. Split X and S, respectively, into disjoint sets X+ ~ 
(q~ I~ and dis~oi~t s~afionary sets N~, (~)~ It. 
Now suppose TU ax(CC~ is K (~,  M)-consistent, T a (countable) theory of 
Llaa~, Mt. Choose (as before) a countable weak model ~ for K(a.e, M) satisfying 
T. We assume A0~ ~ and that subsequent A~ ~ m~. Take unions at l~nit stages. 
Nuppose ~* ,~ is defined, some ~<o)~: we conslruct ~1~+~. For ~X or ~S 
proceed exactly as in lhe proof of Theorem 3.5: so ?1~, ~ is a nice exteusion of ~[~: 
i f~  e S,, lhen ~~;*~  ~  ~)(A~) if s~[~;stat s ~)(s): and if ~ ~ X;> then choosing some 
~<~ such that .3¢- Y~, N*r~. ~ ~R(A~, 4~) and also ~.~+~ ~ 0(A~) if g~s  ~(s). For 
the remaining case ~ ~ Y, first notice tha~ ~l~stat sP(s) by ~x~om [CC~] rand 
~ ~ ' 
because 01"~ 0~*~ Use the Mai~ Lemma 2.9 to obtain a nice extension ~[~ of ~[~ ¢ 0 ~ "*~3 ~" 
via P(s}: thus, ~l~, ~ PiA~ ). 
It remains to verify oh:rose (M) of l.,emma 2.13, since {S) and (O) are unchanged 
from the proof of Theorem 3.5. Suppose ~[~Mu~(A~, ,  . . . .  Ae,.,, d, u), where ¢ 
is a formula of L(zza, M) and all parameters are displayed. Exactly as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.5, we have 
o~*.~ , ~{A~ ; a; . ,~ , ., (4}~, 
for all T~ f~.  Y~ ~X= ~=~ Y~Y.  So it su~ces to check (4)~ for all T~ 
, * Y~ (a + b. As in t**~ prooi t~* ~1 ncorem 3.5, (4)~ follows from (1)~, (2)~, and (3)~ ;
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moreover, (1)~ and (3)~ carry over unchanged, So suppose T > (, aud -~, ~ Y. By 
Axiom [CCCI], ~0*~ar~ s ,~o~ t(P(t)--~ R(s, t)). So we have 
~ ~.~ s ~ t(P(t) ~ R(s, t)), 
~+~ ~ ~a. t(P(t) ~ R(A~, t)), 
~t~' ~~ t (P ( t )~ R(~,  t)), 
~ ~ ~,+~P(&! R(A,~,~. 
But by construction, g~,. ~ ~ P(Av). Therefore N~+ ~ ~ R (A¢,, A,), which is (2)~. 
Modifying the proof of Theorem 3.5 in a different manner, we get one of the 
'dotted arrows ~ from Fig. 1 (Summary 2.4). 
Theorem 3.7. There is a filter $;o on o9~ with the following properties. 
(i) ~a  ~- ~"~'- 
(ii) Every countable intersection from ~;o belongs ~o (1 ~o. 
(iii) For some {X,,: n<¢o}___$;~, ~, ,X ,~( I~o\~ and 
(iv) CC~ --~ {~Q}. 
Proof (sketch). Let (Y~: a < o)~) be a descending sequence of stationary sets with 
empty diagonal intersection; see Example 2.5(10), for example. We may also 
assume Y~.~ \ Y~ is stationary, all ~ < ~.  For each ~ <:o~, choose statk~nary sets 
Y~ (n ~ ~) such that Y~ ~'~ Y,~ = ~ ...... Y~. Then for each n <~o and (~ <o)~, write 
Y2 = Oa<o, Y~'~, where each Y2~ is stationary. Define No by: Xe~o i~ for 
some ~<~ and some re<w, X~.Y]  for all countable a>V anti all n~ 
(o~m)O{0}. Properties (i) and (ii) clearly hold for ~o- Set X,~ = 
~,~..,~ (Y~O ~,  ..... Y2), for each n <~:  these set~; X, witness (iiiL since for all 
~ <~ the set B~ = ~o ...... Y~'~ belongs 1o ~'~.  
~ <~ i 
To see that CC;O~ {&"o}, suppose T is a countable L(~a,M) theory with an 
~-model for some ~ ¢ CCO. Then by soundness, TUax(CCO) is consgtent. Now 
one may repeat the proof of the Completeness Theorem 3.5 for CCO, using the 
sets B~ ~ Y~ (B 0 defined above) to witness the sentences OsO, splitting up 
(Y0~ Y~) to witness the ser~tences star s ~O, and nsing( ~q~ : 0 < ~ ,< m~) to wilness 
the sentences M s q~. 
The classes CGO* and CG0* and fillers ~a and $;~. Our next task is to prove 
completeness theore~ns for CG(I* and CG0* and to verify the 'arrows' CG(I*--~ 
{~o} and CGO*--~ {~~} from Fig. 1. Here is the pla~. First we show in Theorem 
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3.8 that if T is K(~a,M)-consistent with ax(CG0*), then T has an ff~-model. 
Theorem 3.9 does the same for CGI3* and 9:~a. Finally, we prove soundness by a 
forcing argument. 
This time, the language K for ov.r axioms for .L~(~a, IVI) is obtained by 
adjoining new symbols <,  U and R to L, where < = <(x, y), U ~: U(x), and 
R=R(x ,s ) .  The axioms ax(CGO*)for CGO* consist of those of K(ezz~,M) 
together with [CGI]  through [CG4] below. For ax(CGO*), also include [CGC~]. 
One may think of these axioms as expressing .~ ~ CG0 ¢~r ~r ~ CGQ (no '*'), as 
follows. Think of (U, <) as o~ with its usual order, and think of ,~ as being 
geqerated by ~'.~b together with the ~ets {s: R(n, s)}, n~o~. By replacing 
{s: R(n~ s)} by {s: '¢m ~ n R(m, s)}, we also get axiom [CG3]. So, it's easy to see 
that the axioms below are sound for L'~(a,,~, M) if ~ e CGO for, if gu ~ CGO when 
[CGQ] is net included). 
[CG I] ' < is a linear order without last element, whose field U is countable', 
[CG2I ~x~UMsR~x,s ) .  
[CG3] Vx '~y[x<y-~(R(y ,s ) - -~R(x ,s ) ) ] .  
[CG4] Mtq~--~:: ly6Ua~t[R(y,t)--~o2(t)],  all q~_L(a~,M). 
[CGO] 12 lsVxeUR(x ,s ) .  
Theorem 3.8. Suppose .~ (~_o~.~) is a filter on w~ which satisfies the usual 
requirements for "~o, from Summary 2.4: ~ __.~u, n(.3~) = ~o~, and some countable 
intersection from ~ is empty. Let T be a (countable) theory' of L(~za, M) such tha~ 
T tO ax(CG0*) is K(aa,, M)-consistent. Then T tu~s an ~-model. 
ProoL Choose sets Y,~ cs~ !n <w)  such that N,~ Y,~ = 0. We may assume Y~ ~ Y~ 
for i < j < ~, by replacing Y by ~],,.~ Y~,. Choose X ~ ~ ~,  and set S = w~ ~ X; 
we may assume X= Yo. ;4ow using Lemma 2.2 (again]) and the hypothesis 
n(,~) = w~, split S into disjoint stationary sets S+ (O~ 1) and split X into disjoint 
sets X ,~Q ~ (+~I) ,  I as in 3.1. 
A K(a.a.,M)-etementary chain (~[~: a<w~} of countable weak models (with 
domain ~o~) is ~ow constructed, where each s21~ is a nice extension of ~[~, and 
unions are taken at limits. Of course, 2l~ is chosen to be a countable weak model 
for K(~a, M) salisfying T (by Lemma 2.8, as usual), so it suffices to cc,~struct ~+~ 
from ~[~ (~ < w0. First, though, ~ once and for all a cofinal increasing sequence 
(c,: n < w) from (~%, <%). The definition of nice extension (m~d our inductive 
hypothesis) guarantees that U% = ~,  for all ~ < wa, since in fact "countable' sets 
are not expanded by nice extensions, Let (U u, <0) denote this common linear 
order. Hence, (c,: n <~o) will be cofinal in (Uo, <0), for each ~.  
~'~ To construci 9~+~ and At, there are two cases. If ~ ~ S, say ~ ~ S,, let 9~+1 be a 
nice extension of ~1~ via ~, by Lemma 2.9 again. The other case is ~ 6 X, say 
~ ~ X,. Let n be least such that f i t  Y,. Since ~< ~(K(a~,  M)) and ~ ~[CG2], 
then ~[CG2] .  So by Lemma 2. l i ,  we may take ~I~+~ to be a nice extension of 
~1~ satisfying R(c,, A~), and also satisfying ~(Ao) ff 2 i~Os  +(s). 
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As usual, it suffices to check that condition (M) of Lemma 2.13 is satislied. 
Suppose 2[,*~Mt q~. By Axiom [CG4] (and Remark 2.14), we may choose b ~ Uo 
such that 
~*~¢Mt ~¢(t) --*" aa  t(R(b, t)--~ q~(t)). 
Therefore for all /3 ~> a, 
0~'~ ~ ,,: ,,¢  - ~a. t(R(b, t) -~ q)(t)). 
So by definition of qfice extension ~, 
~ ~ . ~+~R(b ,A(~)~(A~)  fo ra l l~ .  (1) 
Now by construclion, 
~)I~.~R(c,,A¢~) fo ra l ln~w and [3~Y, ,~Y ,~.  (2) 
Finally, Axiom [CG3] gives us 
' ) I~)~R(c , , ,A6)~R(b ,A~)  for all ~X,  and all n<o such 
that b <,)c,,. (3) 
Choose m < o such that b <0 c,,,. By (1), (2) and (3) above, we obtain ~, .  )~: w(A)~) 
for all ~ ~ ~ ..... Y~ ~(~ k~), which bel(>ng.~ to .~. 
A similar theorem holds for ;~c~, with a similar proof. 
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that ,-~(~"~:') is a filter on ~.o~ which satis]ies the usual 
requirements for ~a: Every countable intersection from @ belongs to (3Q and for 
some family {Y,,: n<~o}_~.  /]" Y= ff/,~ Y;. then Y¢:,~ and n({X~, Y: X¢~})= 
~.  Let T be a (countable) theory of L(ac~,M) such that TOax(CG(3*) is 
K(,-ta.,M)-consistent. Then T has an ~-modcl. 
Proof. We indicate how to modify tile proof of Theorem 3.8; see also Fig. 3. Pick 
X e ~  ~'~'', By replacing each Y,~ by X()(-]~.,, Y~ and Y by Xf )  Y, we may 
assume ff~at (Y~, : n < w) is a decreasing sequence of subsets of X, Yo = X, and that 
X k Y e O ~. Split X k Y into disjoint sets X,t, (+ e I) from O :~, 
s 
~o ~ 
Y~ ~ 
~ ~ 
Fig.  3. 
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Now proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.8, e~cept hat if/3 e Y we 
construct ~.l~*+~ from N~ as follows. By !/emma 2.1t and Axiom [CCQ], let 9.1~.,.~ 
be a nice extension of ~?f~ satisfying (~!,c.~ U)R(x, An). The rest of the proof 
carries over, using (2) for/3 ~ Y. 
The completeness theorems for L~(a~,M) with ~CG0*  and ~eCGO* 
follow next, from the respective theorems above together with Lemma 2.17 for 
completeness, and Theorem 3.12 for soundness. 
Corollary 3.10. If  ,~ ~ CG0* (respo CGO*), then ax(CG0*) ',resp. ax(,CGO*)) is a 
complete set of axioms for L~(e~..,z,M). 
To prove soundness, we first need a technical lemma. Knnen has kindly 
informed us that (i) is due to Solovay, and that (ii) probably is too--and that they 
can be found iv. set theory texts, for example Exercises H6 and H 1 of Chapter VII 
from Kunen [1 Ill; so we omit their proofs. 
Lemma 3,11, (i) Suppose Yg and g{ are families of subsets of o~ such that for every 
Z -c Y( and every finite ~' _c_ ~g, 1~ yg' f? Z is infinite. Then there exia:~s a c.c.c, partial 
order ~ which generically adds an infinite yc__o), such that Y \X  is finite for all 
X ~_ ~ and Y f3 Z is inf.inite :for all Z ~ gK. 
iiiI 1[ P is any c.c.c, partial onler and G is an M-generic subset of P, then every 
stationary subset of o)~ m M remains a stationa~3, subset of o~ in M[G]. 
Theorem 3.12. ~i) The set ax(CG~*) is sound ,tbr L:~(z~a, M ),/'br all o~ ~ CG0*. 
(ii) The set ax(CGQ*) is sound ]'or L:~(~,z~, M ), for all ~ ~ CGO*. 
ProoL We prove (i); (ii) is similar. Given 8~eCGO*, we may choose (by defini- 
tion) a filter ~ on o~ containing all cofinitc subsets of ,o, and also choose a disjoint 
family {B,~: n<o)} of stationary sets with union a,t, such that ~= 
{X~w~:{n: X___,B,,}e~}. Since N' contains all cofinite sets, we may choose a 
c.c.c, partial order P (by Lemma 3.1 l) which generically adds an infinite subset Y 
of w having the following properties: Y ia almost contained' (up to a finP.e set) in 
each member of 5~, and Y intersects each member of (l '~e in an infinite set. Let M 
be our ground model, and choose G to be an M-generic subset of P. Choose any 
L-structure ~1 in M of cardinality N~, and let T be the I~( ,~,  M)-theory of ~f; we 
show that TU ax(CG~)*) is K(z~, M)-consistent. By absoluteness of K (~,  M)- 
consistency, it suffices to find an .~'-model of T Uax(CG0*) in M[G], for some 
filter ¢ .Z '~, ,b  in M[G], which we do now. The idea of proving soundness by 
using forcing and then absoluteness, was used earlier by Shelah [16]. 
Since P is c.c.c., ~I still has cardinality N~ in M[G]. By choice of P, choose 
Y~M[G]  such that Y~(o.  Y \X  is finite for all X~:~, and Y~Z is infinite for 
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all Z~O ~e. Define a filWr ,~' on ~,  in M[G], as follows: X~'  lit for some 
no<to, ~ _~.,B,, for all n ~ Y \no .  Clearly [~ '~CG0]  ~~.  
So as we checked when presenting the axioms, ~ can be expanded to a 
K-structure 'which is an ~'-modet of ax(CG¢*), in I~d[G]. Hence it suffices to show 
that ~ is an ~' -~ode l  of T (in M[G]). In fact, an induction on complexity of an 
arbitraty sentence ~ of L(z~, M), with parameters in A U [P,,~(A)]U, shows that 
[ ?~]~ itI [g~'*~y~.  
The "a~/ and ~stat' steps of the inducti~m follow immediately from [,emma 
3. l l(ii). The 'O' and 'M' slaps follow from the following 
Claim. ff-~_~' and [O~] ~ _c [(1~'~ tc~. 
(72 ~ Proof. To show ,~. .~ ,  choose D6g~=; say {n: D~,B,,}:=Xr55~. Now Y\X  is 
finite, so [D __.,B,,] ~ for all but finitely many n ~ Y, and hence this i~'~ also true for 
[D ~_.B,,] ~c~l. Therefore D ~,~'. Next, suppose E ~ [Ct;~] ~. Set Z =tn :  EfqB,, is 
stationary} in NI; then Z~[O~]  u. Therefore Z~ ~/is infinite, and since statio- 
nary sets of M remain stationary in M[G] by l~emma 2.1 l(ii). E6tO:~~!~'~o 
The class Reg(w~). As shown in Fig. !, it's relatively easy for a theory of 
L(r~a,, M) to have an ~-model if ~ ~ Reg(~o~). In fact, the following result follows 
immediately from our completeness theorem for the class Reg(~o~). 
Theorem 3.13. 1[ Tc_---I~(**~,,M) has an ~-model  #i~r some 6~.?~;"~'~, and if 
(g~ Reg(to~), ~hen T has a 'g-model. 
Theorem 3.14. Suppose ~ ~ Reg(~ot). Then the axioms of L(,~,,~,, M) form a com- 
plete se~ of axioms for L~(a~, M). 
Proof. Soundness is clear. Now let {Y,~,: qseil}g,~g witness regularity, that is, 
every element of ~i belongs to only finitely many Y,. We may assume that each 
Y, _. X, where X is a fixed set in ~\~b.  As usual, split X into disjoint sets X~, 
(~/~I) in O s~. (Actually ,~plit o)t in this manner, using n(~)=to~, and then 
intersect with X.) Set S= ~o~ \X ;  so S is stationary, and as usual split S into 
disjoint stationary sets S o . 
Given an L(~a,, M) theory T which is ":onsistent with the axioms of i~(~.~a.,M), 
let ~[~ be a countable weak model for I ~.a,~,, M) satisfying T, with A~_=.o~. Take 
unions at limits h to form ot*~.,a. Suppose ~ has been defined. If ~ ~ S,, some tO ~ I, 
then let ~1[~*+~ be a nice extension of 2[~ via O, with A 0.~ ~ to~. If ¢ e X~,, tirst let 
J - -{,  ~ I:/3 ~ Y, }; so J is finite. By Lemma 2.9, we may take g~ ~ to be a nice 
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extension of ~* ,.~ satisfying: 
~0(A,~), all q0~J such that ~l~Msq~(s); 
~k(A~), if ~[~Os~(s).  
Sup~se N~Ms~(s) .  ~en ~l~Ms~(s)  ~or all ~a .  So by construction, 
~1~ ~* ~ ~(A~) for :~11 ¢ ~ Y~ ~ a. Since Y~ ~ ~ e ~.  . . . . . .  condition (M) from Lemma 9 t q 
is verified. (S) and (O) are left to the reader. 
The classes Reg(n), n<~o. For ~.~ Reg(n), the axioms ax(~) for L~(~,M)  
consist of the axioms of L(~za.,M) together with the axioms of [Reg(n)] below. 
These say roughly that the universe can't be divided into n + 1 disjoint definable 
sets in Q~'. 
[Rcg(n)] A -~stat s(q~(s)/x~c~(sl.~--~ V "-~l~ls~o~(s). 
i<[~:~ i ~ ;~ 
°Fheorem 3.15. Suppose o~ ~ Reg(n), where n <~. Then ax(~) is a complete set of 
axioms for L~(a~, M). 
Proof. Soundness is easy. The proof of co~npleteness i  similar to the proof for 
Reg(~oi) just completed above. The difference is that we can find only n disjoint 
sets in O r to witness sentences (Is ~; but with the schema [Reg(n)], n of these 
sets will su~ce. Given a countable theory 7; choose m m~imal  so that for some 
formulas Oo(s) . . . . .  O,,ds), possibly in an expanded language, the theory 
T'= TO{ A ~stats[O,(s)~O~(s}]e, ~ OsOi(s)} 
~i  ,'; I ~ m i ~ r~t 
is consistent with ~Reg~n)]. Then by definition of [Reg(n)], m <n.  So we may 
choose disjoint sets X~ ~ O :¢, i ~ m. Also, as before choose a family { Y,: ~ ~ I} ~ ~ 
which witnesses the regularity of ~ ,  such thin U {~,: ~ ~}=X~ ~"~- We 
now define a continuous K( ,e,  M)-elementary chain (~:  a < ~)  of weak models 
of T', where K is the language of T'. As in the proof of Theorem 3.14, for 
~ ~ ot ~X we witness an appropriate stat s ~. For ~ ~ X, choose ~1~+~ to be a nice 
e~tension of ~1~ satisfying 
~(A~) all ~ suchthat ~Y~ and ~Ms¢(s ) ;  , 
0i (A¢~) if B ~ X, 
Conditions (M} and (S) car~ ' over unchanged from the proof of Theorem 3.14. To 
check {(~), let us suppose ~l~gOs ~(s). Consider the following formulas 0~(s): 
~ 0~ ~ 0~-0~,~ for i~m ~.+~-~. 
t @ • ]~hen ~ VA~<~ ..... +l ~stat s(O~ ~ 8~), so by maximality of m, ~ ~ ~Gs O~(s) for 
~ome i ~ m + 1. Since ~l~ bOs ¢(s) and O,~+~ = ~, this implies ~ = ~Gs(O~ )  
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for some i<m,  that is, N~VMs(Oi -~) .  Then {/3:~0**,~Vq~(A¢¢)}~ 
X~ n (~o ~ \o~) n Yo , - ,  e 0~. 
The class Reg*(~o) and the arrow Reg*(o~)---* {,~,,}. Although Examples 2.5(16) 
and (17) give quite different filters in Reg*(~o), we produce a single set of axioms 
for L~(~,  M), complete for all N: e Reg*(o~). For ~ ;_ Reg*(~o), ax(3];) results from 
adding the following schema to the axioms of K (~,  M), where K is L adjoined 
with a new relation symbol R(x, s). 
[Reg*(~o)] (For all q~(s, ~, i') of K(a~, M), with only the displayed free variables, 
which do not include u) 
V x Os R (x, s) ^  ~,~ u ,~  i" V ~j[Os ,¢(s, ~, i') --~ 
~x ~ u Ms(R(x ,  s) ~ ~o(s, f~, ?~)]. 
Alternatively, we could have replaced u by a unary predicate symbol U(x), and 
deleted ',z,z u' but added 'U  is cotmtable'. 
Lemma 3.16. For ~ ~ Reg*(to), ax(,~) is sound. 
Proof. Suppose ~[ is an L-structure of cardinality R~. To expand 9~ to a K- 
structure satisfying [Reg*(to)], let B be a countaLly infinite subset of A;  say 
{b,:n <~o} enumerates B without repetition. By definition of the class Reg*(to), 
we may choose a family {X,~: n <~o} of stationary sets such that for all X~ oh, 
X ~ Cl ~ iff X ~ X,~ for some n. Choose a filtration (A,:, : c~ < ta~) of A, and define 
R(x, s) on 9/ as follows: If x ~ B, then for some n and ct, one has x = b,, s = A,~, 
and ~x ~ X,. If x¢_ B, defiue {s: R(x, s)} arbitrarily. 
Clearly (~, R)~[Reg*(~o)] for this interpretation of R. 
Theorem 3.17. For all ~;~Reg*(~o), ax(~) is a complete set of axioms for 
L'~(~,, M). 
Proof. Soundness was just shown. Completeness follows from the following. 
Theorem 3.18. Suppose ,o~ ~,..~.~,~ is a tilter on o~, such that n(,~) ~ o~. Also let T be 
arty theory of L(,za,,M) (L countable, as always) such that TU[Reg*(o~)] is 
L(a,~,M)-con5istent. Then T has an ~;-modeL 
Proof. Let {X,,: n<~o} be a disjoint family of sets in (1:~; it's riot difficult to 
produce such a family. As in the proof for Reg(t,h), choose {Y,t.: ~'~ 1}~ sttch 
that every ~ < ~ belongs tc only finitely n any Y,. ~s usual, we may assume that 
all X, and all Y,t, are disjoint from disjoin stationary sets S, (~  1), and in fact, 
~=O~X~,~S, .  
We build a chain ~[~: a <~1) of weak models, with A~ ~o) 1 and ~+~ a nice 
extension of ~[~ (and unions at limits) for all a < or. First, let ~* be a countable 
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weak model for K(~,%M), B~o~,  which satisfi~: TU[Reg*(~0)], Also let 
(b,, : n <a~) be a one-one enumeration of B. Next, let ~[~ be any nice extension of 
~*. In particular, 
~Vx OsR(x, s)~a, ~V~ los ~(s, y, ?)~, 
~xsB Ms(R(x ,s )~(s , f ,  ?))], (*) 
for every parameter-free formula ~ of K (~,  M) with free variables from s, ~, ~ 
Assuming ~ has been defined, PI~+~ is constructed as follows. If ~ e S, for some 
~, let ~i~+x be a nice extension of ~[~ via ~l~, by Lemma 2.9. Otherwise, ~ e X, for 
some n. Since ~[~<g~(K(~,M)) ,  N~xOsR(x ,s ) .  ~t  J be the finite set 
{Oel:fl~Y,t,'}, Then by Lemma 2.11, let N~+~ be a nice extension of ~ ,  
satisfying O(A o) for all ~ e J such that ~ ~M s ~(s), and also satisfying R(b,, A~). 
To apply ~mma 2.13, we check condition (Q), since (S) holds as in previous 
proofs and (M) holds as in the proof of Theorem 3.14, the case Rcg(w0. For (2), 
supp~se ~ ¢O~ ~(s), where ¢ ~ L (~,  M) has parameters in A~ U {Ae: ~ < a}. As 
in Remark 2.14, we may strip off the quantifiers ~ { and ~ m (*~ (above) to 
find b~ ~ B, such that the following sentence holds in ~[~: 
Ms,k, where 0 is R(b . , s )~(s ) .  
By elementarity, N~Ms ~ for all fl ~a .  So for all ~ e (X, ~ Y,)~a: 
9I~.~R(b,,A~) since f leX , ;  
~ • P~¢~+~R(b,,A~)~(A~) since ~ Yo ~a. 
So Pl~+t ~¢(A~ ~ for all ~ ~ X,, ~ Y,~ ~ (~ ~ a), and this s~t is in O ~. 
A filter ~.~ "between' Reg*(o)) and Regfm0. Let ~+ be the filter ~ defined in 
Example 2,5(8): that is. choose disjoint stationary sets X,~ (n <~)  with union m~, 
and regular ultrafilters :~, ~~ on ~ containing X. (n<m), so that ~+= 
{X ~ ~:  for some no< ~, X ~ X, ~ ~,~ for all n > n0}. Our interest in this filter ~+ 
stems not so much from a desire to prove still another completeness tb~eorem per 
se, but rat~er to display the versatility of weak models by introducing new 
ideas. 
We now need to consider a logic with two filter quantifiers besides ~a~. The one 
representing ~+ will be denoted M, aa usual. The other quantifier is m, and it 
represents the following filter ~: 
cg={X~:  for all n<~,  X~X,~,} .  
Of course, O is ~M-~ and q is ~m~.  For filters ~ and ~ on ~ containing ~b,  
for example ~ = ~.,. and ~a = ~, the logic L:~,~(~e, M, m) is defi~ :d as indicated 
above. 
~t  [m0] through [m4] be the axiom schemas obtained from [M0] through [M4] 
by changing M to m. The axioms of K(~,  M, m) are those from the schemas 
JAr:o] and [A0] through [A5], together with (the quasi-universal closures of) those 
of [M0] through [M4] and [m0] through [m4]. Extend the notiou of weak model 
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for K (~,M) to  K (~,M,m)  in the obvious way. The Weak Completeness 
[.emma 2.8 and the Main Lemma 2.9 carry over unchanged for K (~,M,  m). In 
fact, we now prove the following extension of the Main [.emma. 
Lemma 3.19. Suppose that ~*  is a countable weak model for some K(~,  M, m). 
Also suppose U(x) and <(x, y) are relation symbols of K, and assume B is a given 
subset of U ~. We assume that the following properties hold of ~1~*, where ¢o ~*= 
{x ~ M: ~*  ~ ¢(x)}. 
(a) ~* ~U is countableL 
(b) ~N'< is a linear ordering of U without last elememL 
(c) (e, <~[  B)~(~,  ~). 
(d) For eve~ formula ~(x) with parameters in ~*,  wi~h only x free, ff ~*  ~ U ~ 
is cofinal in (U ~, <~), then ~*  ff~B is cofinal in (U ~, <~). 
Then for eve~ formula ~(s) with parameters in ~*  and only s free, there is a nice 
extension ~* of ~* via q~, such that ~* has the properties (a) through (d). 
Proof. We must reprove the Main Lemma, but with more care. In the proof of 
the Main Lemma of [1, p. 185], we lind that one builds finite sets T,,(/I'I, fi, if) of 
sentences, with constants M, fi, E, such that 
~*~stat  s stat ~3~ ~I~(s, ~, ~). 
The additional care is needed in forming T,~ from T,~, ~. Let {,,~: n <~} be an 
enumeration with infinite repetition of the formulas ~(x), with at most x free, in 
the expanded lauguage K U {M} LJ {c,, : n < ~} ~3{t~, : n < ~}. For each such ~, we 
will define distinct elements a,, ~ W~t~ for infinitely many n <~o. In fact. fixing an 
enumeration {b,, : n < w} of B, we will choose lements a,, ~ ~*  such that b, <~ a,,. 
Let T,~ be the result of forming 7), from T,~_~ by the procedure used in [1, pp. 
185-186]. We form ~, from ~ as follows. Set T, = T~ unless for all b 6 B. 
~*  ~stat s stat ~'~x>b ~g(A T~(s, ~, ~)~ U(xJ~%(x)), ('~) 
which we now assume. Now 
~'~*~ ,~ s~ ~ V x(U(x) ~ s(x ) A ~ t,(x )) 
by the axioms and property (a). So by ~intersecting' this statement with (~') above 
(or more ~recisely, applying [1, Lemma 2.6]), we oblain 
~J~*~statsstat r~x>b 3~(A "~* ' ~ 1 ,,(s. ~; ¢)~ U(x~A~,,(x)~s(x~A Ax) • 
X / 
By repeatedly applying the contrapositiw: of the diagonal int?rsection Axiom 
[A5], we can move x past stats and stat ~" to obtain, for all b ~ B, 
~N* ~x >b star s star r ~i(O(xl~A ~(c, F, g)~,,.(x)). 
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By hypothesis (d) for ~* ,  choose a,~BC' lq~ * such tha:: b,<~*o~. Set  T~ = 
7, ~, LI {~0(~)}. This preserves the inductive hypotheses for "~;~. Form ~*  in ~he' 
usual way, from (J~ T~. It's routine to check that g~* has the c2esired properties. 
We return now to L~*( /~,  M, m). Let K = L~{<(x,  y), U(x), R(x, s)}. The 
axioms ax(:~÷) of t,~'(~,~, M) are those of K(aa, M, m) together with, those given 
below. 
[ .~  l] 
1,~2] 
[~.3]  
[g~' ~4] 
Here, 
~< is a countable linear ordering of U without last element'. 
Vx e Uqs R(x, s). 
Ms q) --~ ~x ~ U V y > x ms[ R(y, s) ~ ~O(s)]. 
Os q~ --, '~ x ~ U ]y  > x ms[ R(y, s) .-* q~(s)]. 
is any formula of K(a~,M, m) such that x and y are not free in ~0. 
Theorem 3.20, The set ax(,~+! is a complete set of axioms for L~(~,  M). That it, 
given any theor,,, T of L(~,  M ) (L countable), T has an ~÷-model iff T ~J ax(~ ) is 
K(~,  M, m )-consistent. 
ProoL Fix sets X. (n < o), ultrafilters ~.  (n <co), and the filter cg, all defined 
above in the definition of ~:+. For soundness, given any L-structure 91 of 
cardinality R1 define (U,, <) to be isomorphic to (~o, e); for simplicity, we assume 
(U, <):--(~o, e). Let (A.:  a <o~x) be a filtration of A. Define a relation R ~ such 
that for n<~o, R'~(n,s) holds iff for some a, s=A~. and a~X. .  Then this 
expansion of 91 is an ~,.-model of ax(~+), and soundness is verified. 
Choose X~\ .~ ~'~ and assume X=(9  ...... X,,, by replacing each X. with 
X (-~X,,. Set S = o~\X;  hence S is stationary. As usual, write S as the disjoint 
union of stationary sets S. (4'~I) .  Also choose for each n<~o a family 
{Y~;: q/~ 1}~ ~.  of subsets of X., such that each element of X,~ belongs to only 
finitely many Y~. 
Let ~1[~ be any countable weak model for K(~a,,M, m) satisfying T Uax(~;+). 
Set (Uo, <o)=( [ f  ~', <%), and enumerate Uo={c,,: n <o~}. We define a set B __q 
[.1% so that ~l~ and B satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.19. For each formula 
0(z) with only z free and parameters in 91~. set Bo={a~Uo:91*o~O(a)}. Let 
{~,(z): n <~o} enumerate with infinite repetition all formulas q~ with only z free 
and parameters in ?1~, such that B,~ is cofinal in (Uo, <o). Inductively define a 
strictly increasing sequence (b,~: n < ~o) from Uo, as follows. Set b0 = Co. If b,, is 
delined, choose b,+~ ~ Uo such that c, <ob,,+~, b. <ob,+~, and ~l[o*~(b,,+ 0. Set 
B =-~ {b,, : n < o~}; then conditions (a) through (d) of Lemma 3.19 are satisfied by ~Io* 
(for ~)  and B. 
We can now build our chain {91"*: ~ <~o~), such that 91~*+~ is a nice extension of 
91.* and A,~ ~o~ for all a<~o~, and unions are taken at limits. Our additional 
inductive hypothesis is 
For all ~, 91.* and B satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.19. (1) 
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We have already verified (1) through stage 0, and (1) is preserved at limit stages. 
Given g~ with /3 e S~, let ~+,  be a nice extension of 9I~* via tO such that (1) is 
preserved, by Lemma 3.t9. On the other hand, if /3~.X, say /3eX.,  let J=  
y 11 {tO ~ I:/3 ¢ , and ~[~ ~ ms tO(s)}; thus J is finite. Since ~d~ 'qs R(b,, s) by [.~+2], it 
follows that 9I~*kstat s[R(b,, s),'~/k~.j tO(s)], as in the proof of Lemma 2.11. So by 
Lemma 3.19, we may choose a nice extension 9~*+~ of ~ satisfying R(b,, A~)~, 
/~,~.~to(A~), such that (1) is preserved. This cornpletes the construction of {~,*: ~ < 
~o~)+ Notice that (U %., <%)=(Uo,  <o) for all tz <~o~. 
We now verify the hypotheses of Lemma 2.13, bill only for the reducts of the 
~[~ to the 'weak language' fo;" l+(a~a,,M), Condition (S) of 2.13 holds just as it 
always does. For (M), suppose 
g~'~Ms q~(s). 
By Axiom [g¢+3], there exists cr,, e Uo such that 
~['~ V y > C~ ms[R(y, s)-~, q~(S) 1. 
it follows that 
for all n > N, ~ms[R(b , , ,  s)-~ q~(s)]. (2) 
Let tOo(Y) ~ ms[R(y, s) --~ q~(s)] -= ms tO(y, s). Let tO(b) ~ to(b, s). 
Claim. If ~)l~*VOo(b,) and (3 ~_ Y~(b,o\ot, then ?I[~.,~q~(Ae). 
To see this, first note that ~[~too(b,,); that is, ~t~ms[R(b, .  s )~ ¢(s)]. So since 
(3 6 Y,'~.,,,~\a, then by construction of Pl~ ~. 
~l* ~ R'" ' e +-~ ~o. ,  A v)-+ ~(A~) .  
But for all TcX , ,  ?I~+~.R(b,,,A.~);. so since Y+~+.>~X," ~*~ ~t ~ ~tA o"   ), and the 
claim is established. 
By (2) and the claim, 
? l~q~(A~)  for all (3c: U (Yit',.,,,~\c~) • 
n >N 
~ -~ 
This suffices, since each Y~o,,o~a ~ ~..  
Finally, we check (Q). Suppose P~Os¢(s ) .  ~y Axiom Schema [ff+4], 
P/~ ~Vx ~ U ~y >x ms[R(y, s~ .-* ~(s)]. 
Thal is, setting ~Po(t)~ ms[R(y, s )~ ~(s)], +~,'.~'~ Uu is cofinal in (Uo, < ); hence 
~i + +o'" ~ B ~s cofinal in (Uo, <.), (3) 
by (l). By the claim proved above (in showing (M)), 
/~: ~/~+, > ~(A~)} ~ X,, ~og. (+) 
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at  ~ for all n such that b,~ ~ tkii ,~. Since q~-;fqB is infinite by (3), there are infinitely 
maay n for which (?~ holds; therefore 
1~: ~1~+, W~(A,)}e O~'.  
In general, 12~.~n(a.~, m, Ml is not compact, since the following theory T is 
finitely satisfiable but not satisfiable: 
(i) qsP(q, s) (all i<~) ,  
(ii) ee  s~[P(q, s)a P(q, s)] (all i < j  <m), 
(iii) ~Os ~xP(x, s), 
To see that T contradicts compactness, first notice that tot X~ o~, 
XeO ~ itt l ln:X~N,e~,,}!=~; (*) 
X~O '~ ilt ~n(XOX,,e°~,) .  (**) 
Now we check that T is finitely satisfiable; so suppose " I~  T and for every c~ 
occurring in "1~, i<z~ (where n<~) .  Then set A =¢oa and define p~(x, s )~for  
some i<n, x = c~ and sup(s)~ Xi. Then (i) holds for all i < n because X~ ~O ~ 
(by (**~), (ii) holds because the sets X~ are disjoint, and (iii) hc, lds because 
~,,~,<~X, ~+.  Hence g~ T~. However, T is not satisfiable. For suppose ~T,  
and le~ (B~ : a < ~)  be a filtration of B. Let C = 
~<~ ...... {a:~[P(c~,A~)AP(q,A~)]. Then C~ ~.  Let Y~ ={a: P(c~,A~)}~C; 
then i ¢ ~ implies Y~ ~ Y~ = 0. Moreover, by (i) Y~ ~ ~e for all i < ~; so by (**), we 
may pick n, <~ (all i<~)  such that Y~ C?X,,,~ ~,,. Since each ~ is a filter and 
the sets Y~ are disjoiut, i¢  j ~mplies n, ~ n i. Finally, let Z = {a: ~x P(x, A~)}. Then 
Z ~ kJ .... ~} ~ ~1, ~, ( Yg ~ X,~), so by (*), Z ~ ~~.. This contradicts the choice of ~ 
as a model of T (and hence of (iii)). 
This incompactness explains why in the proof of Theorem 3.20, we could not 
hope to obtain a standard model which (~+,~)-satisfies the same sentences in 
I.(z,z,, M, m) as each N~, rather than just in L(a~, M). 
Compactness. We can now give the obvious 
Corollary 3.21. Each o] ~ the logics L:~(e~a, M), for ~ ~ {~'}  LI D ~.! CCO kl CCO LI 
CGQ* tJ CGg* U Reg(co~ U U ....... Reg(.n) LI Reg*(co) LI {~~_}, is court,ably compact. 
We end this section with a list of Questions (with some remarks sneaked in). 
Question 3.22. Is l:~(a.a,,M) countably compact and axiomatizable for all filters 
:~ ~ '~ on wt? Does it make the question any easier to iook at L~(M) instead? 
If L~'~(M) and I2'~(M) have the same valid sentences and are countably compact, is 
the same true for L~(,za.,M) and L~(,~,M)? 
Notice that for countably complete filters ~: we have shown compactness and 
axiomatizability of L~(~., M). How about other filters :~ with ~(~)= o~? 
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If some countable intersection from ~" is empty, then ~ is an ~0 in our 
notation, so~ r is between R-~g(oa,) and CGO* in  the sense of our arrow notation. 
So, a nice restricted version 3f our question is whether L~(~z~, M) is compact and 
axiomatizable for ~: _~ '~ if some countable intersection from ~ is empty. 
Question 3.:~3. ls there a filter ~ on ~ot, ~_~¢~,  such that the axioms for 
Reg(~o0 or Reg(n) (some n < ~o) form a complete set of axioms for L~ ' (~,  M), 
and yet ~: is not regular? If ,~ is an uttrafilter, then ~ is regular if V = L [13] or 
even ff -q:10# (Ketonen; see Jech, Set 77~eory (North-Holland, Amsterdam), p, 
48~). 
Question 3.24. Can our completeness theorems be improved so that for all 
countable languages L, the axioms of L '~(~,M)  can be exwessed without 
expanding L? An affirmative answer should be useful in answering Question 
5.9(1). 
Qnestion 3.25, Which sentences of L(a~, M) have the property that for all filters 
~ _~ ~3_ ~:~ on w~ and all L-structures 9.I of cardinality R~, 
2i~q~ implies pi~s~q~? 
This clearly holds for ~# if q~ is in the least class containing all first-order sentences 
and closed under /x, v ,  :t, ~', stat, ate, and NI. A related question which was 
raised in [1, 7.6] is to find those sentences ~0 such that for all ~,  
~ ~'~ # ~.+ ~ ~.~ ¢p 
for all filters ~,  ~ on w~ (or at least all of those containing .~) .  
Question 3.26. To what extent can one amalgamate our co~npact logics to obtain 
compact or axiomatizable L~"~o(a .g ,  N I~, . . . ,  M,)?  One should assume that n 
is finite. For suppose that So~ S~_c_. • • • are stationary sets with each S~.~1 \S~ 
stati, ~nary, and let S = t..J ~.<o, S~. Then i fs  easy to see that 
L~%~" ' (a~,M,M1,M>M~ . . . .  ) is not compact for all L, where ~= 
{X fq Se : X ~ ~,u}  and ~: = {X Iq S: X -~.~u}o Shelah [15] has shown that for any 
stationary S~ . . . . .  S~ and corresponding filters ~;~ • • • ~;,, 
E sq... ~, ,(~, M ~ . . . . .  M,)  is ccuntably compact and ax~omatizable, 
Question 3o27,. What is the situation for tilters 7, on ~o~ which do not contain the 
c.u.b, filter? Are there any filters ~ ~cub on ~,'1 for which there is a countably 
compact and axiomatizable Le~(z~g, M)? 
To be more precise, let's say that a filter 9'~ on P,o,(wl) is canonical if for all 
X ~ P~,~(wa) and all permutations f of ~ ,  X c ~ iff {f'(s): s ~ X}6 ~?. For canoni- 
cal ~ and sets A of cardinality ~,  we can define a fil~er yga on P~,~(A) as follows. 
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Let g be any one-one correspondence from to~ to A, aod define ~'t A= 
{{g"(s): s~ X}: X e ~}. Since ~ is canonical, one can check that ?/g.A is independent 
of the choice o[ g. It's easy to see fhat if ~_~. .b  is a filter ~n oJ~., then ~:A is 
canonical. For canonical ~,  one can define L~(a.a, M) in the obvious way. Now 
our question can be phrased more precisely as follows: Are there any canonical 
filters ~ on P~,(~00 not containing -~¢~ such that L~(a.~,M ) is countably 
~o~ 1 ~ 
compact or axiomatizable? 
Here are three examples of canonical ~( not containing ~~b  • 
Example A. From [1, 7.1] we define the eventual filter ~ to be the filter on 
Po,,(to0 generated by collections of the form {s: so~_ s}, for so~P,~(toO. By [1, 
7.2], L~(M.~ (and hence L:~(~,M)) is not compact (some countable L). 
Example B, We can modify ~ by defining a filter ~3 on Po~,(tot) as follows: X~3 
itt for some to~P,~,(toO, the following condition is satisfied by all so~_to, so~ 
P,~,(toa): card{s ~_ So: s ~ to, s ~ X} ~< R t. Thus ~'~ ~ ¢g, but still ~ ~ ~',~. The proof 
of [1, 7.2] shows that L'*(MI is not compact (~me countable L). 
Example C. Let ~ be the filter generated by all collections of the form {s \ F: s e 
X, F is finite, F_~tol}, where X ranges over the c.u.b, subcollections of P,o,(to0. 
The following theory is finitely satisfiable but not satisfiable: 
{~,~. s ~' x ~ ' ' .  ~/x,~ R (s \ {x ~ . . . . .  x, }): n < to } LJ {-~M s R (s)}. So, L~e(~, M) is not 
compact (for L={R(s)}). However, IAg(M) is countably compact (all L) and 
axiomatizable. For the axioms, take those of L(aa) (changing each 'aa '  to 'M' and 
°star' to 'O'), along with the Axiom schema 
Ms q~(s) ~ Ms Yx ~(s \{x}). 
cub V r Soundness i clear. To check completeness, first observe that since Y~ ~, ,~,  e e y 
stationary set belongs to CI ~, so n (~)= o~ t. Now just do the completeness proof 
exactly as for L(aa,). The new Axiom schema will ensure that 'M' has the desired 
meaning in the resulting model. 
Question 3.28. We can consider the Question 3.27 above for non-canonical 
filters, as follows. For ,~ a filter on to~, define L'~(z~,M) as before, except that 
satisfaction in ?I is relative to the choice of a filtration (A,,: ct < to~) on A. Then we 
say that a theory T is ~atisfiable if ~ T for some filtration of A. With these 
definitions, can L:~(a,~,M) or even L~(M) be compact or axiomatizable, if
~ ~ ~?  
Question 3.29. One could study another version of L~(M), in which ~ is a filter 
on to1, every' structure has domain to1, M is first-order, and 9I ~Mx q~ iff {ce < to1: 
~(a)}~: .  This has been done for to in [7]. 
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Question 3.30. Using our omitting types theorems in Section 4, we can prove 
completeness and compactness for logics L~(~,%M,stat ", O") . . . .  with :~  
{.~'~b}L~D, which are similar to the logic L <'° of Magidor and Matitz [12] wi~h 
homogeneous quaotifiers. Can this be done for other filters ~:? 
Non-question 3.31. Back-and-forth systems for L~(a~,M) can be easily de- 
veloped using the same ideas as for L(a,~); see [5], for example. So Shelah's 
non-interpolation theorem for L(aa), as proved by Makowsky and by Kaufmann 
[5], carries over to L'~(aa~,M) for all ,~: ~ ' .  More specifically, the c:ounterex~. 
ample to interpolation consist.,~ of a pair of ~fin!~ely determinate' structures; see 
[5]. 71"o see that the example works for L"~(ae~,M) for all ,~ ~""~' ,  it suffices to 
notice that if cA and ~ are L(a,-~)-equivalent and '2/ is finitely determinate, then 21 
and ~ are L~(a~, M)-equivalent. That is clear because ~ s q, ~ M s q~, Ms ~¢ --~ 
stats ~0, and in finitely determinate structures ial s ~p -~ aa, s q~, so M s ~p '~'~ ,zt. s~¢. 
4. Omitting types and ~ L ~,~(,~, M) 
In this section we sketch statements and proofs of some completeness and 
omitting types theorems for countable fragments of L~,o~(aa~,M). This section 
comes in three parts, all relying heavily on the exposition in [1, Section 4]. First, 
we expand the omitting types theorem for L(a~) to L'~(aa, M) for certain ?Y. 
Next, we note that completeness and omitting types theorems follow for counta- 
ble fragments of certain L~(a~, M). These first two t~arts deal with filters in classes 
other than the class D. The third part of this sectio~ shows thal the sitnation for D 
is very nice. Actually, there is also a fourth par~: questions. 
Of course, I.,~,o(aa, M) is the result of adding new formation rules for countable 
conjunctions and disjunctions. A countable frcgment of L~,o(¢~a,M) is just a 
countable subset closed under subformulas and k!ghly definable operations: let's 
just consider for example admissible fragments. 
Fix a countable fragment K~(~z~,M) and a .~et ~'(~, ~') of formulas of 
K~(~,~,M), Just as in [1], the symbol ~:  will represenl an arbih~ary string of 
quantifiers resulting from the string stal{ by inserting any finite number of 
distinct quantifiers tat s~. 
The following definition is also Definition 4, 1 of [ 1] (with very minor changes). 
Definition 4.1. Let T be a set of sentences, and ~(~, ~') a sel of formulas, ef the 
K,~(a~,,M)~ T s~rongty omits ~..S if whenever ,6 is some ~.~ (as countab}e fragment '  
above) and S::t~,~(2, g i') is consistent with 7" ,in a sense as yet to be c~efincd if 
K~(a~,M) is not K:~(aa, M)), then for some o'~X, S~2(q~(~,g, i')/~-'~(r(L {)) is 
consistent with T. A weak model ~[* for K(a,~,M) i; said to strongly omit ~ iff its 
cotnplete K (~,  i~/i) theory (with parameters) does. 
We may mention .L~(~z~, M) theories, in which case L ___ K and K is the language 
of the axiorns for L~(,z~-.~, M). 'Strongly omits' will theq be relative to K~(a~, M). 
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose that ~ is a filter belonging to one of the classes defined in 
Definition 2.3, $:~D. Let T be a consistent theory of L~(~,M)  (L countable) 
which strongly omits a set X,(~, -{) of K(,-zr~, M). Then T has an ,~'-model sv~tis~ying 
~.~ 7 V ~ V -~<r(.~, 7"). 
, '~  
Proo| (sketch), For ,%" =~¢"b, this follows from the corresponding tl+eorem for 
L(a~.), [1, 4.2]. For the other filters not in D, our completeness proofs all 
consisted of witnessing a formula ¢p(A,~) at each stage a+l  such that ~l~*> 
stat s~p(s). (Usually, ~p is a finite conjunction of formulas &(s) with ~:>Ms 0, 
conjuncted with one ~(s) such that ~)[~*~Qs g~.) So we can carry out this proof just 
as in the proof of the omitting types theorem for L(~a.), Theorem 4.2 of [1]; see 
[1, 4.5]. 
To prove the following corollary, see [1, Section 4.6]. 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose ~ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, ar, d let 
LA (zzcz, M~ ~_ KA(~r~, M) be countable fragments, where L~ K, K is countable, and 
K is the language for the axioms of L~(~a,, M) from Section 3. Then the axioms for 
L'~(a~,ML together with the usual infinita~ axiom schemas tbr KA and the 
infinitary axioms 
[A6] A aas~ds~a,~s  A ~(s), 
i <~ ~ i < ~o 
[orm a complele set of axioms for L~(aa, M) (when one adds the usual infini:~ry 
rules for KA). Also, Theorem 4.2 generalizes in the obtSous way to co~mable 
]~agments. 
For the class D, we can obtain a better result, in that the quantifiers M and O 
become more relevant, and also L = K. But we must expand our notion of 
"strongly omits', as follows, l_.et R be a string consisting only of quantifiers of the 
form ?txi, slat t,, or Qh. Write S~ for any arbitrary quantifier string such that R is a 
subsequence of S, with the other quantifiers of ~;~ being of the form ::lye, stat s~, or 
(ls~. Suppose T is a theory, and X is a set of formulas, of L~.(~, M). Then T 
R-strongly omits Z if for every $~ q~(;(, .g, ~'), if S~ q~ is consistent with T (in the 
sense described in Theorem 4.3 above), then so is S~ (q~ ~-~r)  for some ~r6 ~v, 
Theorem 4,4. Suppose ~ ~ D, and that X(,~, -[) and T are sets of formula~ and of 
sentences (respectively) of a countable fragment L~(~a,, M). t1 T R-strongly omits 
~, then T has a model satisfying 
R* V m~(~, ~), 
~ 
where R* results from R by changing each ~ to V, each slat to aa,, and each O m 
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M. In particular, the axioms for 1.5~.(aa,,M), defined as in Theorem 4,3, form a 
complete set of axioms/eor I . J~(~,M) (when one adds the appropriate in[initary 
rules of in[erence ). 
Proof. Just as for L(a.a,), but modified as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Question 4.5. Do our omitting types theorems for various l.ff(aa.,M), ~¢~D, 
generalize so that with an appropriate strong omitting hypothesis, one obtains a 
model of T satisfying R* V ~,~-q~r, as can be donc for ~ ~ D? We can do this if C[ 
occurs as the only quantifier of R. The converse of ~uch a result would not hold 
unless the filter ,~ is countably complete, as the following example shows, Ch~,~se 
disjoim sets X, ¢ ~ such that I~l,, o~,, X, ~ ~:~, Detine ~ ~ (B; U, <, R) as follows: 
B=w~, U=w,  and < is the usual order on ~o; and R(b,s) holds iff b~U and 
s ~ Xi,. Let T be the complete L~(~a, M) theory of (~, n) . . . .  . Then the type of a 
non-standard member of U is omitted in (~, n), ..... . However, that type is r, ot 
strongly omitted, since 
~ ~Os ~x[ U(x)/~ R(x, s)], 
while 
~£1s  ~x(U(x)/',R(x, s)Ax = n) for all n <~o. 
Question 4.6. Can reasonable omitting types theorems be proved for all compact 
L~(a~, M) that have been considered, without expanding the language L (as we 
did, to get K)? 
5. Generalizing to structures oI arbitrary uncountable cardinality 
In this section we extend the notion of satisfaction for L~(a~, M) to stntcmres 
of arbitrary uncountable cardinality. For L(~aP, this was done in [1] using the 
following notion of the closed unbounded (c.u.b.) filter on P,,,(A), defined by 
Kueker [9] and Jech [4]. X~.P,o,(A) is closed if it is closed under countable 
unions of chains; X is unbounded if it is unbounded in (P,,,(A), c__); and X is c.u.b. 
if X is closed and tmbounded. If card(A) =R,, *his c.u.b, filter on P,o,(A) is what 
we have been calling g~b /~  , 
We wish to define ~-A for ev:~ry filter ~ ~.~,,t~ and every uncountable set A. 
The following notions prove useful. 
Defin,~tion 5.1o l,et A be any u~countable set. A, proper A-tree (T, <, f) is a tree 
(T, <) together with a function f : T-~, P,,~(A), satisfying the following conditioJ~'~. 
(1) (T, <) has height ~o~. 
(2) For all q, t2~ T, if t~ <st2, then fG~)~_f(t2). 
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(3) If t0<t~<" '<t , , . . - (n<to) ,  then for 5,ome t~ i ;  t=sup,  t. and ¢'(t)= 
t.j,, f(~,,~. 
(4) For all l~e T and s e P~,(A), there exists t2e T with i~ < ~2 and s ~ f(t~). 
(7; <, f) is a strongly proof  A-~ree if Conditions (1), (2) and (3) above are met, 
as well as: 
(4') For all t~ e T and s ~a P,,,(A), there exists an ~mediate  successor t~ of t~ in 
(7; <) with s ~f(t~). 
(7l~<,f) is a strongly proper (A ,~+l ) - t ree  if ('l~<) has height ~+1 and 
satisfies (2) and (3) above, as well as the restriction ot' (4') to elements t~ of height 
less than ~ (the maximum l~eight). 
We write lev(l) (where te T) for the level in ('1~ <) of t, that is, the order type 
of {t': t'<t}. 
Theorem 5.2. Let C c~ oo~ be c.u.b., and suppose that A is an uncountable set and 
X ~ Po,,(A). Then the ~bllowing are equivalent. 
(i) X contains a subfamily which is c.u.b, on P,,,(A). 
(ii) For some strongly proper A-tree (T, <~., fT), {f(t): t ~ T, lev(t) e C} c_ X. 
(iii) For some proper A-tree (T, <r, f~'), {f(t): ~ T, tev(t) ~- C} g .xS. 
(iv) For some strongly proper (A, to + D-tree (~1; <r, fr), {f(t): t e "/'}~ X. 
(Notice thal one really has many equi~alents here, since C is an arbitrary c.u.b, and 
(i) and (iv) do not mention C.) 
ProoL Fix a c.u.b. C~ to1. (i)=), (i:~) is easy; ( i i )~ (iii) is immediate. (iii)=> (iv): 
Choose (~l;<r,f~) as in (iii). We define a strongly proper (A, to+l)-tree 
(U, <u, fu) by levels. More precisely, we define trees (U,, <, ,  f,,) by induction on 
n, so that each (U,,, ~ <,~*0 is an end extension of (U,, <,d, and hence U,~ wilt 
consist exactly of the elements of level ~n. After this construction, set 0 = 
{(u~: i<w) :  u~ U~ and u~ <~+~u~.,.~ for all i<to). Also set f={((u~:/<to),  
(_J~<,~]~(u~)): ~u~: i <~o)~ 0}. Finally, set U = ~],~<~ U,~ kJ 0 ;  < = 
( [_j ..... <,,) U {(t~, t~_): tt ~ U \  ~. ta~ 0}; and ft) = ~j . . . .  f~, U ~ This definition of 
(U,<~,]'c~) works if we construct the (U,,<,,,[ ' ,) together with functions 
g,, :U,,--~ ~1; subject to Condition (4') of Definition 5.l as well as the following 
additional inductive hypotheses. 
For all u~<,,u~: g,(u0<Tg,,(ua); 
lev-r(g,,(u~))eC ( i=1,2) ;  and/,,(u~)=h.(g,,(u~)) ( i=1,2) .  
To construct (U,,, <,~, ]',) and g,,, asaume (U,,--.b <,,-~, [~-~) and g~..~ are defined 
subject o the induclive hypotheses. (The case n = 0 is similar.) For each u e U,_~, 
and s e P~,,(A), use the inductive hypotheses to choose te T such that s ~_/~(~) and 
g,,._~(u)<rt, where (by extending t if necessary) we may assume that levT(t)~ C. 
Now for each such u and s, put (s, u)~ U,, and set f,,((s, u))= fr(t) and g,((s, u)) = 
t. Also extend <,,_.~ so that for all u'~,._~u, u'<,,(s, u). This completes the 
construction. 
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By construction, (U, <t~, ft~) is a strongly proper (A, o)+ 1)-tree. We check that 
fD(U) c_ X. For u e U,, , /t j (u)~ X because fv(u)=/';,(u) = f.r(g,~(u)), which belongs 
to X by our assumption (iii), since levr(g.(u))  ~ C. Similarly, if u = (u. : n <to)  e 
/~, then ft,(u)~ X since fu (u)= ~,~/;~(g.(u.)), which belongs to X by (iii), closure 
of C, and the inductive hypothesis on (U., <,,, f,~) and g,, which guarantees that 
(g.(u,,): n <~o) is an increasing sequence from (T,. <'r). 
(iv) => (i): Choose (T, <'r, fr) as in (iv). 'We show how to define a winning 
strategy for the following 2-person game of Kueker [9]. 2 players I and II 
alternately pick elements of A, and ll°s goal is for the resulting countable set 
(from the game of length to) to be a member of ~he collection X. To define a 
winning strategy for II, we follow Kueker's proof that if X contains a c.u.b. 
subfamily, th~a II has a winning strategy. (Then we apply the converse of that 
result, also proved in [9].) 
I plays an element ao. II imagines any element ~ on level 1 of (T, <'r) such that 
ao~fr(to), and plays any bo~f~.(to), say ba~ ao. Then I plays a~, and I1 imagines 
any element t~ on the second level of T such that to<rq and a~fT.(t~). This 
continues, with II dovetailing his picks so that he can use up each fr(t,,). Then 
I._J./v(t.) will be the result of the game. By definition of strongly proper 
(A, to + 1)-tree, we may set t = sup,~ t,. and f.r(t) '= I.J. fr(t,,). Then f~r(t) ~ X by the 
hypothesis (iv); also, f~.(t) is the result of the game, 
We have found a winning strategy for II, so by Kueker's results, X contain:. ~, 
c.u.b, subfamily. (In fact, the collection of countable sets closed under this 
strategy is such a c.u.b.) 
The characterization f the c.u,b, filter on P,.,,(A~ given above in terms of trees 
could be used to define a filler ~(A)  on Po,,(A) for each filter ~ ~~'~'  on ~o~, as 
follows. For )~gP.,,(A}, set X~a~,~,~(A) iff for some proper A-tree (T ,<, f ) ,  
{c~ < ~o~: for all t ~_ T of level c~, f(t) ~ X} e o~. Then let ~(A)  be the filter generated 
by az~(A) ;  for it's not hard to show that ~;~¢.(A) has the finite intersection 
property and ~ tA ~ . . . .  " e~,~ o -a  (by Theorem 5.2 (i) =), (ii)), We don't know if 
.~=~(A) itself need be a filter. Notice that if we were to require (7; <,  t') to be 
strongly i_~roper, then using ( iv )~ (i) of Theorem 5.2, one can show that the 
• 5~a .Bt l l  if card(A):=R,,  then it's easy to check. resulting c,~,,(A) would iust be .... ~' 
using the definition given for ~,~,~,~(A ), that for all ~ ~ ff~"t', ~(A)  = .~g¢,(A) = ~A 
as defined in Definition 2.1. (Consider (7; <) to be the members of a filtration of 
A, ordered by proper inclusion.) 
A different method for transferring ~ to arbitrary uncountable sets has oicer 
properties for us. It also gives a new notion of c.u.b, filter on P,,,,(A), whk:h 
however agrees with the old notion if card(A}-=R~. The idea is to remove the 
restriction for a~, , (A)  that the same member of ~ works for all branches of 
(T, <) at once. 
Definition 5.3. Suppose A is an uncountable set, and let ~:_  g~u~, be a filter on 
o~. Define ~A as follows: for X~_ P.,,(A), put X~ ~ iff there exists a strongly 
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proper A-tree (7; <, f) such that for every branch B of (T. <), {a: f(t)~_X for 
that ~B such that lev(~) = a}~.  
It is not hard to check :hat one may replace 'strongly proper' by 'proper' and 
get an equivalent definition. This follows from l_.emma 5.6, which also shows that 
if g~r p_ ~,:-~, is a filter on ~o~, then ,~ is closed under finite intersections, o ~ is a 
filter, l:k)r card(A)= R~, this notion of ~a  is easily seen to be the same notion 
deflated in Definition 2.1. Theorem 5.6 shows that ..~.,b is closed under diagonal 
intersection for all uncountable A. In general, ~ ' (A)~zA;  in particula:r, o~ ~' 
need not equal the c.u.b, filter on P,,,(A). (See Corollary 5.5.) 
For card(A) = N_,, ~ .:~'~' can be chm'acterized asfollows, assuming the continuum 
hypothesis. For simplicity, we take A = ~o2. 
Theorem 5,4. Suppose A =oJ2 and X ~_P,o,(A). Assuming CH, if X ~ ~"~,  then 
for some c.,.b. C c_ ~,  
for all c ~ C, if col(c) = ~o~, then {s e X: s c_ c} 
contains a c.u.b, subfamily of P,,~(c). (*) 
The converse holds withom assuming CH. 
ProoL (~=) Choose C c.u.b, in o~ such that (*) holds. We define a strongly 
proper A- t ree (T, <,  f). For each x < to 2, [ix an enumeration (x,: ~ < w~) of x. A 
member of T is an increasing sequence (s~: ~<a)  from P~,(A) with a<~o~, 
satisfying the following criteria for all ~ < ~. 
(1) For some c ¢ C, sup(s~) > c > sup( U v<~ s.~). 
(2) For all ~ < ~, (sup(s~))~ ( s~ for all 6 ~ ~. 
Of course, < is the usual ordering on sequences, and f((s~: ~ < ~))= ~<~ s~. 
We check that (7~ <,  [) satisfies Definition 5.3. Clearly (~ <, f) is a strongly 
proper A:tree.  Let B be a branch of (T, <, f); say B = {(s~ :B < ~): a < w~}. By (2) 
above, ~s<:  = ~ for some ~<~a:  by (1), ~ is a limit point of C; so ~ C. If we 
set s~ = ~<~s~. ,  ~,then (s~: ~x < w~) is a filtration of ~. It follows from (*) that for 
some c.u.b. D ~ ¢o~, s~ ~ X for all ~ ~ D. 
(~) :  Choose (T, <~r,f) to be any proper A-tree such that for every br~nch B 
of (T, <-r), {a: f(t)e X for that t ~ B such that lev(t) = ~} ~ ~,b .  We wish to define 
a continuous equence (%: ~ < ma} of ordinals increasing to w:, as well as sels S~ 
of branches of iT, <r ) ,  subject to lhe following inductive hypotheses. 
(1) card(S~) ~, S~, 
(2) (V~ < ~)(Vt ~ ~S~)(~B e S,~)[t ~ B ~sup(U~f(u): u ~ B})> c~], 
(3) (V~ US.)[~(t)~c~], 
(4) S~ = [~#.~ S~ and c~ = U~<, c#+~, 
(5) (VB e S,~)[Ulf(t): t~ B}e ~], 
(6) For all ~ <a and all t~<Tq <r  " " " <.rt,, <v " " " (n <w)  from So, sup, t, ~ 
U S~+~. 
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The construction is omitted, but we note that CH is used in preserving (6) without 
destroying (1). Now let C = {c~: a < toz, ct a limit ordinal}; of course C is c~u.b, in 
toz. To verify (*), fi~ a < w2 and suppose co l (a)= ~;  we find a filtration of c~ by 
sets in X. Let (~:  v<wO be a strictly increasing ~quence with limit a, and let 
(~:  v < ~)  be any sequence numerating c~ such that ~. < c.~ ~or all v < ~ (with 
repetition allowed). We define t~T by induction on v<~,  such that for all 
~v~l ,  
(a) t. <vt. ,  
(~) t~US . . . .  ~, 
(c) sup(t , )>c~,  and 
(d) 0~ ~ f(t.). 
First, choose toe ~S~,,. To define t..~ from t~, first note that t~e ~S~,,+~ by (b); 
so ~ e ~S .... by (4). Now a~ < a.+~, so by (2) there exists B e S .... such that t e B 
and su~(~{/(u): veB})>%,, .  Pick ueB such that sup~(u))>%~ and t<.ru. 
Since c~,,>D. (by definition of (~,,: v<o~)),  sup(f(u))>~,,. So for some u'>.ru 
with u 'eB ,  ~ .e f (u ' )  by (5). Set t~+~ =u'. This definition preserves (a) through 
(d). For limit A, set Ix = sup.<x t~; then (a) through (d) are preserved, mostly by 
(6). 
Finally, we verify (*). Fix % e C such that col (a)= w~. Let B be the following 
set, which is a branch of (Z  <~.) by (a): B ={t~ T: for some v, t<t.}.  By (d), 
~( t ) :  teB}eo: .  By (b) an6 (3), sup(/ (~))<c .... for all v<w~, which together 
with (c) shows that ~{f(t): t e B} = c~. Choose a c.u.b, set D~ ~ o~ such that for all 
~eD~, lev(t~)=v. Also choose a c.mb. set D :~o~ such that for all aeD2,  
whenever t~B and !ev(t)=a, then [(t)~X, Then ~(t,,): veD~D:}  is a c.u.b. 
sub/amily of :~ 
Corollary 5.5, Assume E ~ o~ is a stationary set of limit ordinals all of countable 
cofinality, but that for all h < ¢o~ of cofinality o)~, E ~ h is not stationary in h. 
(Jensen has shown the existence of such a set assuming V = L; for example, see 
[2].) Then the c.u.b, filter on P~,(~oz) is a proper subset of 0;~,~'. 
Proof. Inclusion is clear even without assuming E exists; in fact, ~o~ can be 
replaced by any uncountable cardinal, by Theorem 5.2 and Definition 5.3. To see 
that the inclusion is proper, define X={s~ Po,~(wz): sup(s)¢E}. It's easy to see 
that X ~-~b -~ ,o : ,  by Theorem 5.4. It suffices to show that X does not contain a c.u.b. 
subcollection of P,,,(o~2), which~ollows easily from the following 
Clahn. Let E be any stationary subset of to:~ which consists only of ordinals 
having cofinality w. Then {s ~ P~,,(to~): sup(s)~ 2~ is ~tationary in P,.,(to2). 
Proof. Suppose Y is c.u.b, in P,o,(~o~_). Define a continuous equence (c~: a < ~0z) 
increasing to (o2~ as follows. First choose a continuous equence (s~: v < wl) from 
Y such that U ..... s~,~ o~ 2, and set co = t.J . . . .  s~. For limit h, set cA =sup~<~ c~. 
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To define c,,+: from c,,, choose a cont inuous equence (s~ ~ ~: u < w:) from Y such 
that c,~ ~sg ~ and ~<~, -~+~ ~. e wz, and set c~+~ = [,.j~<,,,~ :-~+~. Clearly the set 
{c.~: a a t~ i t  <~z} is a c.u.b, in w2. So for some limit a, c~ ~ E, which implies that 
coI(c.) = ~ and hen~ col(a) = ~. Choose a sequence (% : n < ~) strictly increas- 
ing to a. A sequence (s.: n < w) of countable subsets of mz is defined inductively 
as follows, so is any ", ~, Sl'~ '. S~+l Sv"* ~ S,t s~,, say is "" '~or some v, :,,,"'~' such that " , U{c~.,}. 
Then sup(U, ,  s,,) = c. ~ E, but also [J,, s,, e Y since each s,, e Y and Y is closed. 
That is, ( j , ,  s,, ~ Y f3{s: sup(s)e E}, as desired. 
To extend our filter logics to allow structures of cardinality >R~, the following 
lemma is useful. 
Lemma 5.6. Let A be any uncountable set. 
(i) Suppose (('I~. < . ,  ~,): n -<to) is a sequence of proper A-trees. Then there exists 
a strongly proper A-tree (2; <~., f) and order-preserving 1-1 continuous functions 
g,, : (7; <~) ~ (T~, <,0  (n, ~), such that f = ~, o g~. 
(ii) Suppose ((7~, <. ,~) :  a~A)  is an indexed family of proper A-trees. Then 
there exists a strongly proper A-tree (T, <~r. f) with the following pmper~. First, 
some notation: for a ~ A, write T" for {t 6 T: a ~ f(t)}. Then for all a ~ A tl~ere xists 
an order-preserving 1-1 continuous function ~ : (T  ~, <r  ~ T" )~ (T., <~), such that 
l ' lT"=f, og,,. 
ProoL (i) First let P be the set of all sequences {t,, : n < ~o) such that t,~ ~ T. for all 
n < ~o, and ]](t)=/i(t:)  for all i, ] < ~0. Then define T to be the set of a]l sequences 
(pt~ ; ~ ~ ~) from P where ~ < w~, such that: setting p~ = Q~: n < ~)  for all ~ ~ ~, 
then (~[~: ¢~<w~) is continuous inlo (7;~,<~) for all n<o.  Of course, we then 
define <.~ to be proper inclusion on sequences, and set /({p~: ~ ~) )=~0(q] ) ,  
where p. = 0~: n < ~). The function g. is (approximately) projection onto the nth 
coordinate: ~nore precisely, if p = (p~ : ~ ~ ~) and p~ = {~ : n < ~), then g,, (p) = t.. 
We verify Conditi~ n (4') from the definition of stronNy proper A-tree.  Suppose 
we are give~a (Pt~: ~ ~;~)~ ~; where p. = {t,,: n<w) ,  and s s Po~(A). We wish to 
find some p,~+ ~ ~,= (u.:  n < ~) with t,, < .  u. for all n < ~, and s ~ f(P~+0, such that 
(p~: ~ ~ ~ + 1) ~ T;  that is, such that ~ (u~) = ~ (u~) ~ s for all i, ] < ~. This requires 
an easy dovetail ing construction as follows. We construct (~: i < ~)  for each n < w 
so that u,, ~ (]~ ¢,,. First choose t~>~to, s~fo(t~}). Then extend t~ to t~ such that 
0 ~ 0 0 ft(tO =[,~(t:,). Then extend to to t~, such that [o(t~O2f~(t~); then extend t2 to t~ 
such that ' - ' ~ ,(t ,) .z (t • and on, so ~ .~ 1~ 0L so that each ~(t~.) contains the previously 
defined f~(t[). Then for each n, if ~ i  t~,, = u., then [,,(~,) is independent of n. 
(ii) F~ any proper A-tree (T, <,  [) and a ~ A, define T" as in the statement of 
(ii). To adapt the idea of the proof of (i), tNs time let P be the set of all sequences 
(t~: a~s)  such that s~Po~(A), a~t~,~T, for all a~s,  and/ . ( t . )=s  for all a~s. 
Then define T to be the set of all sequences {pe: ~ ~a)  from P with ~ <w~, such 
that we may write p~j =(t~: a~s~} for each ¢~a,  where ~or each ~o~a and 
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a ~ S t~o, the sequence (t~:/30 <~ ~I ~< a) is increasing and continuous in ('1~, <,~). Of 
course, <7" is proper incl,asion and f((p~:[J~a))=dom(p,,). Given t= 
(p6 : /3~a)e  1; where p~ =(t. :  aes}, then for all aes  set g.(t)=t., 
The proof that (T, <'r,/~1 is, a strongly prol:,er A-tree is similar to the corres- 
ponding proof for part (i). 
Theorem 5.7. Suppose ~ ~_3 .~,cu~" is a filter on o9~ and A is any uncountable set. ff 
~: has any of the following properties, then ~ has that property also, 
(i) .~ is countably complete, 
(ii) Every countable intersection from ~ belongs to Q:~. 
(iii) o~ is closed under diagonal intersection. 
(iv) Every diagonal intersection from .~ belongs to Qe~. 
Proof. We check this for (i) and (iii). First, suppose (~: is countably complete, and 
suppose collections X. ~ P,~,(A) belong to Sra, each n<to. Choose proper A-  
trees (T.. <,.  ~,) witnessing X,~ ¢ffa" Choose a strongly proper A-tree (T. <~, f) 
and functions g,. satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 5.6(i). Let B be any branch 
of (T, <r),  and write b~ for ~he element of B at level a of (T, <r) ;  we show that 
{a: b~ e ~,, X.}ef f .  By defir6tion of (~,, <,~, ~,) and because ~ E ~'"~', then since 
lev(b.) = lev(g~(b.)) on a c.u.b, set of ~, we may choose sets G,, e~ such that for 
all a~G,,, ]~(g.,(b~))~X,,. But ~ og,~ :L  so / (b , .~  ~,~ X,~ for all a~ ~,, G,~. But 
~,~ G, ~ by countable completeness. 
For (iii), we suppose ,?~ i:¢ closed under diagonal intersection, and suppose 
collectians X,, (a ~ A) belong to ,~a. Choose proper Aqrees (T., <,,, ~,) wilnes,- 
sing X. ~ ,~,  for each aeA,  and then apply Lemma 5.6(ii) to obtain a tree 
(7; <> f) and functions g,, (a ~ A) satisfying the conclnsions of that result. Now 
let B be any branch of (T, <-r) consisting of elements t)~ at level ~ (~<w~). 
Enmnerate [O .. . . .  f(b~) as {a.: a<~}.  For each a<o~,  there is a set G. e f f  
such that 
for all ~ ~ G,, f~.Jg,,.,(bg~)I~X ..... (.~.) 
as in the proof for (i). Lcl G=k(G, :~<w~) ;  so Ge~.  Also let C= 
{¢ <wa: f(b~)={a,,: ~<¢}}; then C is c.u.b, in ml, so Ce~.  Set H= G ~C.  then 
H<~,  and we claim that for all ~H,  [ (b~s{s : (Vaes) (s~X, , )} ,  which con- 
clmacs the proof. To check this claim, suppose ~e:H and a~f(b~); we show 
[(b~)~ X,. Notice that since bt~ < T", 
[(b~ ) = L (g,,(b~)). (*) 
Also, since ~ ~ C, then a = ~, for some a < B. Since ~ < ~ and ~ ~ G, ¢ ~ G,,, So 
by ({) above, [~(g~(b~))eX,. Therefore, by (*), [(b(~)~ X,~. 
Using our cornpleteness theorems, we immediately obtain the following. 
Fitwrs o~1 ~ ~ t 99 
Corol lary $,8, For ~{,~"b}UDUReg(~0,  the axioms of, any countable frag- 
ment L,~(a,~,M) are sound, in that they hold in structures of arbitrary uncountable 
cardinality. Hence the following Lfwenheim-Skolem Theorem holds for such a 
logic: if a countable &eory T of L~,,o,(z~, M) has an (uncountable) model, then it 
has one of power Nt. 
Questions 5.9. (1) Extend Corol lary 5.8 to the other logics for which we proved 
completeness theorems in Section 3. 
(2) Is the set ,~;._,,,(A) (defined just after Definit ion 5.3) necessarily a filter? Can 
one prove a version of Theorem 5.7 in that case? The fact that ,~g~,(A),c_.,~,~, 
along with Theorem 5.7, gives us wel l -behaved filter containing ~e.~,(A t. 
(3~ Is a stronger form of the [25wenheim-Skolem Theorem true for L(c~a.) if one 
3 >''~' rather than the c.u.b, filter to interpret ~?  That is: under this alternate uses ,, A 
interpretation of ae,,,, does every uncountable L-structure '2I have a substructare ~
of cardinality R~, such that (~,  b )~,  ~-(N, a),,~,~(L(e.a~))? A related result of 
Ek lof /Mekler  [3] shows that this holds ffor the usual meaning of ~a,) for finitely 
determinate ~?[. 
(4t Can the assumption of CH be removed from the hypothesis of Theorem 
5.47 
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